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Rurality for Whom? The Orchard Homes District, A Case Study of One Community’s Response 
to the Country Life Movement
Chairperson: Dr. Jill M. Belsky
The Country Life Movement developed out of the United States Government’s concern to raise 
more food to feed urban centers and pay off foreign debt through export. The Country Life 
Commission investigated why production was not increasing and recommended social and 
economic structural changes that they thought would facilitate these changes. Because the 
supporters of the Country Life Movement were primarily intellectuals or journalists, the 
Movement’s ideology had a modernization bias toward the use of science, education, and 
efficiency to solve the perceived farming problem. Because the Commission assumed that 
industrialization was inevitable and good, its recommendations explained the farming problem as 
resulting from agricultural communities’ deficiencies rather than from inequalities and 
discrimination created through the new industrial economic system. The Country Life Movement 
embodied the Government’s attempts to impose its version of “rurality” in place of the “rurality” 
occurring in the agricultural communities targeted by the Movement.
The farming population in these targeted agricultural communities was generally not receptive 
to the Country Life Commission’s recommendations for change because compliance would 
require fundamental changes in their community structure and lifestyle. The Country Life 
Commission’s definition of the farm problem and recommendations did not reflect the targeted 
farming population’s perceptive. The case study describes a community, located in the Orchard 
Homes District in western Montana, which was receptive to the Commission’s recommendations. 
Orchard Homes residents identified themselves as the Country Life Movement’s target audience, 
although the Orchard Homes District’s social and economic structure was significantly different 
from the agricultural communities targeted by the Movement. Orchard Homes farms consisted of 
tiny plots on food was intensively produced for the local market rather than extensively produced 
for the national markets. A greater percentage of residents’ primary occupations were 
nonagricultural as compared with the national and regional farming population. Indoctrination of 
their community club as an official “Country Life Club” provided residents with a vehicle for 
incorporating selected aspects of modernity into their “rural” community and acted as a social 
center. Participation in Agricultural Extension clubs and activities allowed residents to increase 
their financial self-sufficiency and preserve “rural” life, as they perceived it.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Background
Prior to industrialization, agriculture was the heart of the American economy. Rural 
farming communities were primarily isolated and self-governing. Individualism and hard work 
characterized the work ethos of the rural population. Farming methods were derived from trial 
and error, or experiential knowledge. Beginning in the Civil War era, the United States 
government increasingly invested in scientific agricultural research and technology development 
to decrease the amount of human labor needed to efficiently grow crops and increase yields. This 
knowledge and technology were adopted most readily in times and places when labor was short
I
or the demand for food exceeded the supply possible using traditional farming methods (Danbom 
1979, 1995).
Around the turn of the twentieth century, uncultivated, fertile land was scarce, the urban 
population was booming, agricultural production leveled off, and rural migration continued to 
grow. The United States Government responded to these conditions by trying to increase 
agricultural efficiency and farmers’ use of scientific knowledge. The Government also tried to 
retain farmers on the land by reconfiguring the social and economic structure of rural farming 
communities. The Country Life Movement comprised the multitude of methods used to secure 
industrialization’s growth within agriculture (Danbom 1979, 1995, Bowers 1974).
The Country Life Movement began when President Theodore Roosevelt’s established the 
Country Life Commission in 1908. The Commission’s task was to evaluate rural agricultural 
communities’ social and economic structure across the country, obtain feedback from rural folks 
about their needs, and compile this information into an official report to the President. This
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report also included the Commission’s recommendations for changes to rural communities in 
order to increase agricultural efficiency and yield (Danbom 1979, 1995, Bowers 1974).
According to two historians, rural agricultural communities around the country were 
generally not receptive to the Commission’s recommendations. Farmers’ resistance manifested 
itself differently by region (Danbom 1979, 1995, Bowers 1974). T]he United States Government 
did not succeed in industrializing agriculture until World War I. By contrast, the Orchard Homes 
District, originally a suburb of Missoula, Montana, indicated its support of the Movement through 
the 1911 indoctrination of its community club as a Country Life Club and participation in 
Agricultural Extension clubs and activities (First Country).
This thesis will argue that the residents of the Orchard Homes District in western 
Montana were receptive to the Commission’s recommendations because compliance would not 
require fundamental changes in lifestyle or the restructuring of their community’s social and 
economic institutions, as would be necessary in the agricultural communities targeted by the 
Country Life Movement. Furthermore, it will argue that the discrepancy between the economic 
and social structure of the Orchard Homes District and the farms on a national and regional basis 
attributed to the District’s residents’ reception to the Movement’s ideology. It will also argue that 
Orchard Homes residents support for the Movement can be attributed to their perception of 
themselves as the its intended audience, despite the District’s dissimilarities with the 
characteristics of the Commission’s target audience. The residents considered the Orchard 
Homes District to be “rural” due to their ability to farm or ranch on a small scale, grow big 
gardens, and/or keep livestock on their property; a lifestyle not possible when living in city limits. 
The residents’ perception of “rurality” can be contrasted with the Movement’s modernized 
version of “rural life” and the type of “rural life” that characterized the agricultural communities 
targeted by the Movement.
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Theoretical Influences
Three theoretical frameworks have influenced the way I address this examination of the 
Country Life Movement and different farming populations’ reactions to its efforts to restructure 
their communities social and economic institutions. The first involves Michael Bell’s conception 
of a dialogue between the material and the ideal/ This approach led me to focus my analysis on 
the way both perceptions of rurality as well as how economics, politics, and material interests 
interact through the Country Life Movement. The second involves Marc Marmont’s discussion 
of the links between politics and interests, and his definition of “rurality”. These ideas have 
helped me to recognize multiple competing perceptions of rurality. And lastly, Jurgen Habermas’ 
discussion of the government’s economic intervention to support growth of industrial capitalism, 
use of scientific knowledge to legitimize policy, and transformation of the media from a forum 
for public critique of policy to a venue for disseminating information supporting its agenda 
helped me to bring in power and media relationships. All of these led me to investigate whether 
the Country Life Movement represents one period of the United States government’s economic 
intervention to support the growth of industrial capitalism and the role of scientific knowledge 
and the media in relation to the Movement.
Ecological Dialogue
Ecological dialogue builds on the social constructionist approach which says that no 
single definition of reality exists. Because each person’s experiences affect her or his perception 
of reality, there are many truths. Bell categorizes these ideas as an idealist viewpoint. On the 
opposite end of the continuum is the materialist viewpoint, also referred to as objectivism. It is 
based on the belief that scientific methodology to learn about an objective truth (Bell 1998).
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Bell (1998) uses the concept, “ecological dialogue” to describe the interaction between 
the ideal and the material. The concept encompasses how people’s ideas concerning nature are 
affected by material factors, such as economics, pollution, and scarcity of resources. These 
material factors influence the adoption of new ideas, such as attitude change about human’s role 
in the natural world (Bell 1998).
According to Bell, as people’s perspectives on social life change across time and place, 
history and culture, (their perspective of) nature changes with it. Bell refers to Raymond 
Williams’ idea that we look at nature through social categories formed by human interests. 
Williams believes that our perspective of nature depends upon “social selection” and “social 
reflection”. Social selection refers to our tendency to select particular features of nature to focus 
upon, ignoring those that do not suit our interests and the worldview shaped by those interests. 
Social reflection refers to the way categories we use to comprehend nature closely reflect the 
categories we use to comprehend society (Bell 1998).
Bell argues that Charles Darwin’s concept of natural selection successfully illustrates 
social reflection. Darwin compiled his theory of natural selection within the same time frame as 
the capitalist free market took over England. Karl Marx recognized the parallelisms between 
capitalistic principles and natural selection’s tenets. In a letter to Fredrich Engles he noted, “It is 
remarkable how Darwin recognizes among beasts and plants his English society with its division 
of labor, competition, opening of new markets, ‘inventions’, and the Malthusian struggle for 
existence” (Bell 1998: 222).
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Bell also shows how Fredrich Engles noted the way economic principles were used to 
create a scientific theory that linked a truth-like reverence with the capitalist free-market system. 
“When this conjurer’s trick has been performed... the same theories are transferred back again 
from organic nature into history and it is now claimed that their validity as eternal laws of human 
society has been proven” (Bell 1998:223). Bell identified evidence of the market’s conceived 
infallibility within our current ideology. “But witness the way we routinely talk about the 
economic “forces” of capitalism, such as innovation and competition, as if they were pseudo 
natural processes, implying that any other arrangement would be somehow unnatural” (Bell 1998: 
223-224). Scrutiny of the conceptual exchange between science and social life is appropriate 
because of the way it sometimes allows science to be used as a source of political legitimization 
(Bell 1998).
What is Rural?
Marc Mormont argues that Rural Sociology’s adoption of the “rural” as a focus for study 
legitimized its existence and separateness from “urban” (1990). The discipline’s distinction 
between urban and rural was supported by observers’ views that the economic, political, and 
cultural spheres of the two types of community were different. The dichotomy was reinforced 
through social recognition of the “rural”; identification of a group necessitates that a comparison 
category exist, with which individual members can identify and through which outsiders can 
perceive them as distinct (Mormont 1990).
Mormont questions whether “rural society” exists in contemporary times and whether the 
distinction between town and country still matches that between rural and urban. To answer these 
questions, he examines how rural sociology evolved and what it has taken as its subject matter.
He hypothesizes that rural as a concept or category evolved in the 1920’s and 1930’s, in a manner
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specific to each country, as an attempt to reformulate both the relationship between town and 
country and the definition of agriculture. Two movements took place during those decades. The 
modernization movement attempted to transform the structures of the rural world in order to 
integrate it technically and economically into the modern industrialized world. There was also a 
more ideological movement of reaction against the social and political tensions of the age that 
helped define the concept of rural (Mormont 1990).
Through a case study of Belgium, Mormont illustrates how perceptions of rurality can be 
socially legitimated in order to benefit a social group and effects it can have on people living in 
areas classified as “rural”. In this case, the Church’s social work was put into question by the 
split between democrats and conservatives and the secularization of the State. Catholic Action, a 
movement with intellectual roots, sought to redefine religious action to include the work of 
committed laypersons in secular institutions. The movement adopted the “rural” as a model of 
social life that would resolve social and political conflict, and that would therefore transcend the 
dominant split between socialism and liberalism. The village social ethic was defined as a natural 
context for social life where, because everyone knew everyone else and all contact was direct, 
social life was governed by values (Mormont 1990).
The development of popular movements in a rural environment derived from the 
encounter between these ideas concerning the social, and the experience of the rural dwellers, 
particularly young people. A crisis developed as a result of the technological, economic, and 
social changes facing rural regions. Young farm dwellers were forced to choose between 
inherited customs and urban innovations in farming methods, career decisions, leisure options, 
and choosing a spouse. A moral crisis because these options were weighted in terms of loyalty to 
or betrayal of the family, social and religious values that had held the community together. While 
Catholic Action’s discourse reassured rural people as to their essential identity by idealizing the
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value of rural as a moral heritage, it enabled young dwellers to become active in new fields and in 
new way through the type of outward-going action that it inaugurated (Mormont 1990).
To Mormont, the distinction between “rural” and “urban” represents a sociological 
paradox. The perception of rurality adopted by the Church characterized rural life as harmonious 
and characterized by residents’ full participation in their communities. In a pre-industrial society, 
there is no rural identity in the sense of a common set of meanings, shared by all the population 
and expressed in representative organizations. Each community has its own identity and its own 
relationships with the wider society, mediated by local notables and important landowners. 
However, each community’s cohesion and homogeneity was guaranteed by a common social and 
cultural set of values derived from the family and property relationships between individuals 
within the local system. The rural population as a whole was homogenized by rural people’s 
reaction to the social, economic, and political changes impacting all of them (Mormont 1990). 
Whether the “rural” contributed to society a social ethic that made for a well-balanced society or 
of a way of living in society that guaranteed respect for the individual and participation of all, it 
was legitimated by its sociopolitical role.
Political Life
Habermas grounds his theoretical discussion by defining the public sphere as “a realm of 
social life in which something approaching public opinion can be formed” (Held 1980: 260). 
Within this forum, political life can be discussed openly and debate proceeds in accordance with 
standards of critical reason. The public sphere emerged in the early 1700’s as a response to the 
separation between civil society and the state, which resulted from expansion of the market 
economy. A large number of private individuals, such as merchants, etc, who were excluded 
from the government, became concerned about the government of society because it increasingly
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did not represent the public’s needs. They promoted further debate about the nature of authority 
by maintaining as many journals and newspapers as possible. Print media’s role shifted from 
merely reporting news to bearing and leading public opinion (Held 1980).
According to Held, Habermas believed that as capitalism grew, the media’s role changed. 
Journalism was increasingly motivated by commerce, rather than conviction. The 
commercialization of media eventually excluded political and practical questions from large areas 
of the public sphere (Held 1980). Several factors furthered the media’s depoliticization: “the 
growth of large-scale economic organizations, the increase in state intervention to stabilize the 
economy, the expanding influence of science, and more generally, of instrumental reason in 
social life” (Held 1980: 262).
Habermas thought that the involvement of politics in the economy limits the operation of 
free trade. A situation evolves in which powerful economic interests can influence politics and 
politicians intervene in the economy. “With the interweaving of the public and private realms, 
not only do political authorities assume certain functions in the sphere of commodity exchange 
and social labour, but conversely social powers now assume political functions” (Held 1980:
262). Policy decisions are no longer open to public critique. “Large organizations strive for a 
kind of political compromise with the state and with one another, excluding the public whenever 
possible” (Held 1980: 262). The public sphere’s original function of critiquing policy is replaced 
with a faux inquiry into public opinion. “The creating and probing of public opinion through 
‘publicity’, ‘public relations work’ and public opinion research’ replace discursive will 
formation” (Held 1980: 262).
In advanced capitalism, the state displaces economic crisis tendencies through policy.
The classic capitalist ideology of fair exchange erodes as the exchange process increasingly
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operates under direct political regulation. One of capitalism’s hallmarks, Adam Smith’s 
“invisible hand”, determined which entrepreneurs succeeded at the expense of others. Habermas 
observed how the “invisible hand” was replaced by the “visible hand” (Held 1980: 263-4). 
Politics becomes oriented towards the avoidance of risks and the eradication of dangers to the 
system and the eradication o f ‘objective exigencies’ that must be met if social and political 
stability is to be maintained. Science appears to be the only tool effective in creating solutions. 
By veiling practical problems it severs the criteria for justifying the organization of social life 
from any normative regulation of interaction. By apparently eliminating the distinction between 
the practical and the technical, it represses ‘ethics’ as such as a category of life and blocks 
reflection on the many factors and practical orientations which determine social processes (Held 
1980).
Problem for Investigation
The purpose of the present research is threefold. First, I will describe the Country Life 
Movement, identify its supporters and the reasons that led them to support the Movement. I 
argue that urban industrialization and national foreign debt intensified the demand for agricultural 
produce and products. President Theodore Roosevelt appointed the Country Life Commission to 
construct a picture of the economic and social structure of agricultural communities.
Additionally, the Commission was asked to recommend structural modifications that would allow 
agriculturists to economically compete in the new industrial economic system and retain 
community members through the simulation of urban social institutions. The Country life 
Commission’s report conveys its picture of the reality of rural life, constructed through public 
meetings in agricultural communities and feedback from rural people through questionnaires. It 
conveys a conception of rurality that the Commission envisioned, embodied in the 
recommendations they propose. I argue that the Commission’s version of “rurality” competed
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with the actual structure and lifestyle of the people living in agricultural communities. 
Implementation of the Commission’s recommendations would entail the replacement of an 
existing social and economic structure. I also argue that the Commission’s inquiry was driven by 
political needs and therefore is tied to specific interests. I base my conclusion on the literature 
that describes how various social groups’ interests tied together into an aggregated group of 
supporters for the Country Life Commission’s ideology.
I argue that in order for industrialization to proceed, social structures must be restructured 
to accommodate its needs. In order for the public to adopt these reformulated social institutions, 
societal norms and definitions of morality as well as political-economic organization of home, 
must deem the new lifestyle as the best lifestyle. While urban communities had already begun to 
accept and adopt the modern lifestyle, agricultural communities were more resistant. The 
Country Life Commission’s recommendations represent the new modern structure of rural life 
centering around scientific knowledge and efficiency. This perception was shaped by the 
economic changes occurring in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, exemplifying the dialogue 
between the material and the ideal. Agricultural communities around the country were generally 
not receptive to the implementation of this version of “rurality”.
My second objective will be to describe the Orchard Homes District, in western Montana, 
and its reaction to the Movement’s ideology. After reviewing the Commission’s understanding of 
agricultural communities’ existing social and economic structure and its perception of an 
industrial rural life, as seen through their recommendations, my next step will be to examine how 
these efforts were received by the residents of the Orchard Homes District. The historical 
literature provides discussion of how agricultural communities, in general, reacted to the 
Movement’s ideology, but does not include a case study of a single community’s response. To 
help address this gap, I conducted an historical analysis of the community living in the Orchard
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Homes District, located adjacent to Missoula, Montana, to provide such a case study. This 
community formally indoctrinated their community club as a “Country Life Club” in direct 
response to the Country Life Commission’s report. I sought out documentation of the community 
members’ participation in Agricultural Extension clubs and activities, one of the Movement’s 
most effective tools for dissemination of their ideology, as evidence of their support for the 
Country Life Movement’s ideology.
Lastly, I will compare both the economic and social structure and response to the Country 
Life Movement’s ideology between rural agricultural communities nationally and regionally with 
the Orchard Homes district in Montana. To draw out a comparison, I will use the 1920 and 1930 
Census of Agriculture data pertaining to the District’s social and economic structure and a 1929 
Orchard Homes Survey, conducted by two Agricultural Extension agents. These data allow for 
comparison between the structure of agricultural communities on a national and regional level 
and the Orchard Homes District.
Within the Country Life Commission’s report on rural life, it described the type of 
“rurality” occurring in the agricultural communities’ targeted by the Country Life Movement. 
Through the Commission’s recommendations for change, a second “modernized” version of 
rurality can be identified. The Orchard Homes community identified themselves as the 
Movement’s target audience. Because the District’s social and economic structure does not 
correspond with the Commission’s description of their target audience, the Orchard Homes 
residents’ perception of “rurality” is distinctly different from both of the previously discussed 
types of “rurality.”
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Research Methods
My interest in historical data began in the spring of 2001 when I researched the messages 
conveyed in the Montana Farmer Stockman and other Montana based farming journals printed 
between 1896 and 1930. I examined article topics, advertisements, and public opinion as a way 
to understand how the contemporary global agricultural system evolved. When discussing these 
trends I observed with a couple of my professors, one of them brought the Orchard Homes 
Country Life Club (OH CLC) to my attention. Only knowing that the Club was connected to the 
history of agriculture, I decided to learn more.
My first step was visit the Club’s clubhouse and obtain a present-day membership 
directory. The Club representative who gave me the tour also provided me with a brief history of 
the Club and the name of the Club’s historian. As I was attempting to arrange an interview with 
the historian, I searched for information about the district, the Country Life Club, and the Country 
Life Movement. This endeavor took me to the University of Montana and the Missoula Public 
Library.
Although information about the Country Life Movement is scarce, I was able to find 
three substantial sources about it and the economic, social, and political contexts in which it 
occurred: Danbom (1979); Bowers (1974), and Country Life Commission’s Report on Rural Life 
(1909). It turned out that the Country Life Movement embodied the trends and events I had been 
reading about in the farming journals during the previous semester. The only information that the 
University library had on Orchard Homes or its Country Life Club was a simple map of the 
district’s perimeters. Its usefulness was limited by lack of detail. On the other hand, at the public 
library I found a file containing old newspaper clippings about the Club and the district. These
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were extremely useful in getting a sense of why the Club originated, the districts’ community 
structure, and the Club’s connections to the Country Life Movement.
My identification of potential interviewees has been limited by two prerequisites: long- 
term residency in the Orchard Homes District and historical knowledge of the Orchard Homes 
Country Life Club. Three people satisfy these requirements: Emma Khul, the Orchard Homes 
Country Life Club’s current historian and Otto and Anne Benson, a married couple who are both 
long-term Orchard Homes residents and farmers. To begin the interviewing process, I requested 
an in-person interview with the selected residents over the phone and, when they agreed to 
participate, selected a meeting location. In preparation for my interviews, I constructed questions 
that compared the district’s social institutions and response to the Movement’s ideology with of 
rural agricultural communities’ structure and response, as described in the literature by Danbom 
and Bowers. This list of questions is located in Appendix 1. The first interviewee is currently the 
Orchard Homes Country Life Club’s (OH CLC) historian. This ninety-four year old woman has 
primarily lived in the district her entire life and maintained involvement in the Club throughout 
those years. I chose her as an interviewee after I visited the OH CLC clubhouse early in the fall. 
She and her daughter were featured in a 1986 newspaper article that ran in the Missoulian 
newspaper. The article was framed and displayed at the Clubhouse.
After rescheduling the visit a couple of times, we finally met at her home, located in the 
district. She lives in a relatively small house surrounded by a small acreage. I noted the remains 
of a large garden located directly behind the house. The dog napped in a crevice in the barn wall. 
The neighbors’ few cows and horses grazed on the opposite side of the gravel drive. Prior to our 
meeting, I obtained her permission to audio record our conversation. I decided to tape the 
interview, not only to gain accuracy, but also to create an oral history for the Mansfield Library 
archives. Two of the three interviews were audio-taped.
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It was through my interview with the historian that I obtained the names of two long term 
Orchard Homes farmers, Otto Benson Jr. and his wife, Anne. A few months prior to the 
interview, this couple had celebrated one hundred years of farming in Orchard Homes. In 
preparation for this party, they had collected together historical data about the district. Of course, 
my ears perked up when I heard this and I promptly asked if I could find out their names to 
request an interview. When I called to propose meeting for an interview, Anne asked me to stop 
out at the farm to directly speak with Otto. That afternoon, the farmer and his wife welcomed me 
into their home to talk. Unfortunately, I did not bring a tape recorder with me. The three of us 
talked about Orchard Homes’ origination, early residents, the District’s relationship to Missoula, 
and “rural” identity. As I departed, we all agreed to talk again soon in order to arrange a time for 
me to return. I conducted a follow up interview in May 2002. The interview questions are 
included in Appendix 1.
Because Otto was interested in collecting historical documents pertaining to Orchard 
Homes, we agreed to trade information that either of us found. He gave a copy of the District’s 
developers’ propaganda that was designed to recruit residents. It appears to have been printed a 
few years after Orchard Homes’ origination. The pamphlet described the amenities in Missoula 
and the profitability of maintaining a small farm and orchard as a supplementary income source. 
Its rhetoric also describes a certain perception of “rurality.” He also gave me copies of 
photographs, newspaper articles, and demographic information about the early Orchard Homes 
residents. I gave him a copy of a 1913 map of the Orchard Homes District, a copy of the 1929 
Orchard Homes Survey, and several newspaper articles about the origination of the OH CLC. I 
conducted a subsequent interview with Otto and Anne was conducted in order to explore in more 
detail their perceptions of rurality, the reasons that residents supported the Country Life
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Movement, the district’s economic and social structure, and the historical origination of the 
Orchard Homes Country Life Club.
In order to determine the relationship between the Orchard Homes district and the 
Agricultural Extension Office, I contacted the current Missoula County extension agent. After 
explaining my inquiries, the agent graciously offered to me the extension agent logbooks from 
1927 to 1950. I was able to take the books home to learn what the agents’ focuses were and what 
communities were involved in the extension initiated clubs and activities. It turned out that 
Orchard Homes residents’ participation was consistent throughout the years.
While examining the 1929 logbook, I found a description of an Orchard Homes Survey 
conducted during that year. According to this preliminary report, the field work was conducted 
by two men, whom were connected either with Montana State University, the state’s land grant 
university, or the extension service. After some extensive searching, I located the Orchard 
Homes Survey (1929) at Montana State University, in Bozeman. The report provided Orchard 
Homes farmers’ quantitative financial information, discussion about the district’s economic 
relationship to Missoula, and benefits for living in the district.
Because I was still interested in the geographic relationship between Orchard Homes and 
Missoula I tried a second time to locate a map from the targeted time period. The Missoula 
County Surveyors office did have a 1928 map of the Missoula County, of which I obtained a 
copy. A subset of this map, displaying only the Orchard Homes District is located in Appendix 2.
Upon the suggestion of one of my thesis committee members, I searched out the 1920 
census records for the Orchard Homes District. The census records for each individual recorded 
are now available for public viewing. I collected national statistics from the 1930 United States
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Census of Agriculture to draw comparisons between the District and the farming population in 
the United States and for the Mountain Region. The Census Bureau assigned each of the forty- 
eight contiguous states into a typology of nine regions. A map pf these regions is included in 
Appendix 2. The Mountain Region includes the following states: Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, 
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.
My primary interest in the 1920 census records was comparison of the distribution of 
Orchard Homes residents occupations with the occupations of the farming population on a 
national and regional level. This objective led me to analyze cases from individuals who were 10 
years and over and gainfully employed. Hired men and household servants, who were included 
with the families they worked for, were excluded from my analysis because they were not 
represented in the national and regional statistics. The operational definitions for the variables 
taken from the 1920 Census of Agriculture are located in Appendix 3. Statistical comparison was 
conducted using a binomial test. The results are displayed in Table 1.
The 1929 Orchard Homes Survey, which was conducted by two Agricultural Extension 
agents, contains information about the structure and financial records for a sample of forty farms 
in the Orchard Homes district. Because the indicators mimic those used by the Census of 
Agriculture, the sample’s comparison with national and regional statistics from the 1930 Census 
• of Agriculture can be justified. The operational definitions for the variables taken from the 1930 
Census of Agriculture are located in Appendix 3. The distribution of each variable in the sample 
was examined for normality. Because all of the distributions, except one, were negatively 
skewed, the sample violates the assumptions of a one-sample t test. The square root function was 
used to normalize two variables’ distributions: “number of hogs” and “number of horses”. The 
log function was used to normalize all remaining variables’ distributions. Although a median test 
would be the most appropriate statistical test in this case, it can not be used because raw data
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from the Census is not available. Therefore a discussion of the mean differences between the 
sample and the population was conducted and listed in rank order in Table 6. Statistical 
significance is also indicated in the table.
The 1930 Census of Agriculture data includes only aggregated data for the Orchard 
Homes district and the national and regional farming population. Without raw data from any of 
the comparison groups, a statistical test could not be preformed; instead, the mean differences 
were examined. Table 3 and 4 contains a rank ordered list of these mean differences.
In sum, the data for this thesis include interviews with three Orchard Homes residents, 
the 1929 Orchard Homes Survey, both the 1920 and 1930 Census of Agriculture, literature on the 
Country Life Movement, and the 1909 Country Life Commission’s Report on Rural Life.
's
Limitations of the Data
My identification of potential interviewees has been limited by two prerequisites: long­
term residency in the Orchard Homes District and historical knowledge of the Orchard Homes 
Country Life Club. Only three people satisfy these requirements: the Orchard Homes Country 
Life Club’s current historian and the married couple who are long-term Orchard Homes residents 
and farmers. The views of these three individuals are not likely to be representative of the entire, 
or even part, of the Orchard Homes community during the 1920’s and 1930’s. It is possible that 
some of the community members may have not supported the Country Life Club and its doctrine.
Because the 1929 Orchard Homes Survey was not conducted by Census enumerators and 
does not include operational definitions for its variables, the comparison between this sample and 
the national and regional Census statistics is less valid. Because the Survey’s category titles
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mimic those presented in the 1930 Census of Agriculture, I compared the sample to the 
population under the assumption that their definitions were analogous. The 1929 Orchard Homes 
Survey report does not explain how the forty farms represented in the sample were selected out of 
the total number of farms in the Orchard Homes District at that time.
Where This Thesis is Headed...
In Chapter Two, I introduce the economic and political context in which the Country Life 
Movement occurred through identification of the groups supporting the Country Life Movement 
and their reasons for giving this support. The Country Life Commission’s Report on Rural Life 
will be summarized to document their target audience and recommendations for social and 
economic structural change. Chapter Three will provide a case study of the Orchard Homes 
District in western Montana. The District’s origination, social and economic institutions, and 
community life will be described. I will argue that the Orchard Homes residents’ indoctrination 
of their community club as a Country Life Club, the efforts facilitated through the Club, and the 
residents’ participation in Agricultural Extension clubs and activities illustrates their support for 
the Country Life Movement. Within Chapter Four, a comparison between the 1920 and 1930 
Agriculture of Census and structural data from the 1929 Orchard Homes Survey will bolster my 
argument that the Orchard Homes District’ economic structure was significantly different from 
the comparison groups. This conclusion bolsters my argument that the District’s residents were 
receptive to the Country Life Movement because structural lifestyle changes would not be 
necessary to comply with the Country Life Commission’s recommendations. The literature 
reinforces the difference between the social structure of agricultural communities in general and 
the Orchard Homes District in particular by discussing why the Commission’s recommendations 
were inappropriate when applied to its target audience. Also based on the literature, it will be 
argued that the farming population generally was not receptive to the Commission’s
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recommendations for school and church consolidation, community betterment, and participation 
in Agricultural Extension activities and clubs. This will be contrasted with the Orchard Homes 
residents’ identification and support of these ideas and activities. Finally, Chapter Five will 
include concluding analytical remarks and suggestions for future research.
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Chapter Two: The Country Life Movement and Its Supporters
Urban Debate over Farmers’ Nature
Since the existence of cities, urban people’s view of country residents has diverged. This 
difference reflects questions of the relative importance of different economic occupations or the 
relative quality of lifestyles. In the United States at the turn of the twentieth century, the debate 
reflected questions about the nature of American society, the shape of American values, and the 
future of that society and those values. The discussion over the farmer joined a larger debate over 
whether the United States should maintain its traditional values in the face of changing realities or 
modify them to conform to an urban industrial future. Conformity would make social and 
economic planning, organization, and control possible, important, and perhaps necessary 
(Danbom 1979).
By 1900, urbanites had lined up on both sides of the rural-urban argument; one side hated 
and feared cities, while the other hated and feared the countryside. The Country Life Movement 
was comprised of both perspectives. Each side was composed of the same sorts of people: 
editors, popular writers, socially conscious ministers, educators, social scientists, politicians, and 
popular social thinkers in general. They were primarily concerned with the nation’s social and 
political future (Danbom 1979).
Supporters of the Country Life Movement
Three distinct types of urban people believed that the countryside was good. Through 
their praise of the countryside, the first type, sentimentalists and nostalgics, paid symbolic 
homage to a lifestyle they “understood imperfectly” (Danbom 1979:24). The second type
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included urban people who embraced agrarianism for the purposes of economic or political 
advancement. They used flattery to gain rural votes and dollars for city-based manipulators. 
Social thinkers, the third type, used agrarianism to criticize the social and political changes 
created by the industrial city’s growth in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
(Danbom 1979).
Social Thinkers
Despite their strikingly different perceptions of rural and urban life, both urban agrarians 
and social scientists agreed that the countryside needed immediate renovation. Social scientists 
had faith in the necessity and efficacy of active, professionally controlled social agencies and 
institutions. They looked to mechanisms of amelioration that would keep the best on the farm 
and mechanisms of order that would control rural society as a whole. Urban agrarians embraced 
the reconstruction of rural social institutions because they hoped to make rural life more 
satisfying and attractive for those who lived there. Their belief that social dissatisfaction spurred 
rural migration led them to grasp social solutions. The fact that the most successful institutional 
models existed in cities led agrarians to accept urban institutional solutions for rural social 
problems (Danbom 1979).
Urban Agrarians
Although some of the most prominent social thinkers, such as Liberty Hyde Bailey and 
Kenyon L. Butterfield, were agricultural academics, they were known as urban agrarians because 
their appeal was directed towards urban people uneasy about the city and life therein. Most urban 
agrarians accepted that the nation’s future would be industrial and believed that future to be good.
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The social and political ills of the industrial nation turned them to the countryside for solutions to 
urban problems, counterweights to urban people, and correctives to urban values (Danbom 1979).
Because the urban agrarians understood how urban life and industrial activity separated 
men from each other, nature, and satisfying work; they believed that the farmer was important 
due to his superior physical, mental, and moral health. These superior attributes developed in a 
natural environment that was simple, real, and isolated. Farm life’s isolation was instrumental in 
the development of self-reliance and superior thoughts as well as the immunization of rural 
people from majoritarianism and conformity. In many agrarians’ view, the countryside made 
possible the correct relationship between men. The rural family appeared to provide the morally 
sanctioned relationship of man to woman and of parent to child. Urban agrarians idealized rural 
living to an extreme degree because they were more interested in creating a stereotypical 
antithesis to urban society than they were in providing an accurate description of rural life 
(Danbom 1979).
When faced with bloc action by organized groups, violent conflicts between capital and 
labor, incipient socialism and anarchism, and unassimilated immigrants, social thinkers looked to 
the farmer for balance between the violent and avaricious forces of capital and labor. Urban 
agrarians believed that farmers had a crucial role in the twentieth century: “anarchy and socialism 
among the city poor, greed and snobbery among the very rich, will each find an antidote in the 
content and conservatism of a great farming class” (Danbom 1979:27). Urban commentators 
believed that the farmer was well suited for the role of “harmonizer between labor and capital” 
because his position as a hard-working small capitalist allowed him to sympathize with both sides 
(Danbom 1979).
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Urban agrarians felt that the farmer was instrumental in the continuation of the city and 
its future greatness. They recognized that the city was here to stay and were inclined to use 
agrarianism as a tool for critiquing undesirable urban social and political developments. The 
cities would depend on the countryside for their future population, both because of a relatively 
higher rural birthrate and because rural people possessed the desirable character traits needed by 
the cities. Agrarians believed that the nation would survive only if men with rural backgrounds 
and values led and controlled the cities. Rural America’s significance to urban agrarians came 
through its anticipated ability to hold a changing society to a traditional value system (Danbom 
1979).
Social Scientists
Social scientists believed that the public’s best interest could be served by the social and 
governmental institutions that modified and controlled society through application of scientific 
principles. Whereas both urban agrarians and social scientists’ perspectives were urban based, 
social scientists viewed the countryside as deviant instead of ideal. They believed that the nature 
of rural social and political institutions were too weak to respond to rural needs and feared that 
rural institutions allowed many country individuals and communities to isolate themselves from 
institutional influences. Social scientists perceived a direct relationship between institutional 
debility and social degradation (Danbom 1979, Bowers 1974).
Social scientists thought that the lack of organized and scientific health and welfare 
organizations and the general isolation of rural families and neighborhoods allowed ill health, 
poverty, mental retardation, and moral degeneracy to perpetuate for generations. They believed 
that people had a natural need for social organization and activity and its relative absence in the 
countryside lowered rural people’s quality. When farm owners and their sons, considered by
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social scientists to be more ambitious and socially interested than the general rural population, 
left the countryside due to disgust of the rudimentary rural social institutions, their land was 
rented out to tenants. According to David Danbom (1979), although social scientists professed 
their affection for rural people, many of their statements’ tones indicated that their affection was 
compromised by fears of rural developments’ effect on urban society.
Bridge between the ideas of Urban Agrarians and Social Scientists
Urban agrarians believed that urban migration and the rise of tenancy could be attributed 
to the disintegration of traditional rural social institutions, social solidarity, and social cause. 
Despite their praise for rural individualism, they agreed with social scientists that social 
organizations and institutions were important to people. Both groups believed that community 
life had disappeared throughout the United States’ prosperous and productive farming regions, 
which had been settled for fifty years. This belief is challenged by urban agrarians’ later findings 
that most farmers were content with the rural community and perceived little change in it 
(Danbom 1979).
Whereas urban agrarians’ concerns centered around the cities’ problems, population and 
tenure changes in the countryside drew their attention to the countryside’s problems. The 
percentage of the population that was rural had dropped steadily, with one exception, in every 
decade since the Republic’s establishment. Urban agrarians feared that the rural population was 
dropping to the point that it would be difficult for them to provide value models for urban 
America and stock the cities with people (Danbom 1979). They also believed that urban 
migration contributed directly to urban congestion and increased the number of public welfare 
recipients. Additionally, urban agrarians feared that rural poverty and ignorance would 
compound the number of national problems already created by cities (Bowers 1974).
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Both social scientists and agrarians were concerned that the most likely people to leave 
the countryside were farm owners and their sons, which would lead to rapid increases in land 
tenancy. Tenancy in the South had been grudgingly accepted as the only feasible way to bring 
land and labor together and control the Negro. Both agrarians and social scientists were 
disconcerted by the tenant’s supposed tendency to overwork staple crops and mine the soil as 
well as his lack of education and transience. This monolithic view of tenancy possibly reflected 
the popular association of tenancy with Negroes and Negroes with ignorance, poverty, and 
degeneration. Social scientists and urban agrarians’ viewpoint was also probably influenced by 
the assumption that land ownership conveyed character, independence, and conservatism, which 
were necessary for the nation’s social and political health (Danbom 1979). Tenancy’s increasing 
tendency to attract immigrants threatened reformers hope that rural Americans already 
established on the land would balance off aliens in the cities and was considered the cause for 
rural communities’ deterioration. Therefore, they hoped to reverse the trend of tenancy to 
maintain a “cultured, progressive, liberal minded people” on the land (Bowers 1974).
As a result of their concern about the immigrant population in cities, urban agrarians and 
social scientists agreed that farm ownership might make immigrants responsible and conservative 
citizens. However, there was concern that “the dumping of refuse immigration which is not 
wanted in the industries” (Danbom 1979:30) may intensify rural problems. Rural uplifters 
attributed a variety of consequences to the immigrants that they characterized as illiterate, docile, 
lacking in self-reliance and initiative, and not possessing the Anglo-TeUtonic conceptions of law, 
order, and government (Bowers 1974). As rural sociologists exposed more facts about rural life’s 
laissez-faire nature, social scientists began believing the city was the best place for assimilation 
and control of immigrants due to its developed social and political institutions (Danbom 1979).
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Businessmen and Agricultural Scientists
While sharing the concerns of the urban agrarians and social scientists, businessmen and 
agricultural scientists concentrated on agriculture’s economic problems. These groups were led 
into the Country Life Movement by their concern with the city and the feeding of the city. The 
ideas of Malthusians, who believe that the world is increasingly unable to support the growing 
human population, found support from businessmen and agricultural scientists. They had faith in 
agricultural science to eliminate hunger and increase farmers’ profit (Danbom 1979).
During the first decade of the twentieth century American agriculture enjoyed a decade of 
relatively static productivity and rising prices. Although farm production rose 9.3 percent, staple 
prices were forced sharply higher by a 21 percent increase in the population. The changing 
conditions were also reflected in agricultural exports and imports. While exports continued to 
exceed imports, imports were increasing. For the first time the United States was importing 
substantial quantities of meat and grain. Rather than recognizing that the price increase reflected 
agriculture’s response to the changed industrial conditions, urban people believed that agriculture 
was pulling the nation down and threatening it economically (Danbom 1979).
Public activity by the Malthusians increased with the concern with the food problem.
The Back-to-the-Land Movement advised urban people to leave the city and intensively farm 
small parcels of land using scientific methods. In previous years the Back-to-the-Land 
Movement had been supported by “rich men who wished to play at scientific agriculture, call 
themselves “squire” and escape from the summer heat of the cities” (Danbom 1979:37). In 
contrast, enthusiasts in 1905 and 1907 envisioned permanent living by common city people on 
the land. They advocated “the taking up of farm life by the city person who has grown to realize 
the worthlessness and the unwholesomeness of the average metropolitan existence and who
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wished to live a contented and moral life” (Danbom 1979:37). Theorists believed that food costs 
would decrease and the new agriculturists could earn a handsome income through utilization of 
science to grow abundant food on the nation’s limited acreage. Despite enthusiasm for the Back 
to the Land Movement, it was almost completely unsuccessful (Danbom 1979).
Another faction of Malthusists agreed that “the American people of the future must either 
learn the lesson of intensive agriculture, or starve, or fight”, but they believed that farmers, rather 
than urbanites, were the best person for intensive agriculture. The main problem, as stated by 
premier Malthusian, James J. Hill, was arousing farmers’ sense of national responsibility and thus 
stimulating them to produce using better methods. Most agricultural scientists and the business 
community agreed with this conclusion (Danbom 1979).
Due to the relative shortage of labor and abundance of land in the United States, 
agriculturists traditionally farmed large acreages poorly rather than small acreages well. Most 
agricultural scientists agreed that food prices were rising because rural productivity was not 
improving. Because the supply of uncultivated land was dwindling by 1910, the traditional 
means of increasing agriculture through expansion of cultivation onto virgin land was no longer a 
feasible option. By the turn of the twentieth century, agricultural scientists had discovered that 
utilization of better cultivation and seed, crop, and land selection would allow farmers to double 
crops without expanding acreage or adding hands. Their problem was getting farmers to adopt 
the methods they had discovered (Danbom 1979).
A large group of local and national businessmen staunchly supported agricultural 
scientists’ endeavors. They agreed that “the history of farming in America has been farming 
without method or management, without knowledge or care” (Danbom 1979:39). Some 
businessmen wrote loan terms requiring farmers’ use of scientific methods or withheld loans if
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these terms were not agreeable (Bowers 1974). Although businessmen claimed that greater 
efficiency and productivity would be a boon to farmers, it was to businessmen’s economic 
interest that the changes occurred. Farmers’ adoption of scientific agriculture “would aid those 
who carried and processed the product, those who sold the means to raise it, and those who lent 
the funds necessary to obtain those means” (Danbom 1979:40). Local merchants would gain 
sales and mail-order houses would enlarge their parcel post markets. Railroads would increase 
their shipping while bankers would benefit from the increasing numbers of potential borrowers 
(Bowers 1974 38). Higher agricultural productivity would also lower prices, dampen worker 
discontent, and result in a general quickening of industry’s wheels (Danbom 1979).
Federally Elected Officials and Civil Servants
The farmers’ inability or unwillingness to embrace scientific agriculture and increase 
staple production was highly disconcerting to federal officials, especially those in the Department 
of Agriculture. Between 1900 and 1915, farmers received relatively high prices and were 
generally content with the economic state of agriculture. The high cost of living for urban 
consumers translated to a 55 percent increase in gross farm income between 1900 and 1910. This 
trend was especially represented between 1909 and 1914, a period that has been labeled the 
“Golden Age of Agriculture” (Danbom 1979:41). As farm prices rose and the farmer enjoyed his 
unaccustomed prosperity, Country Lifers concern with rural problems intensified. Increasing 
agricultural productivity was necessary for the nation to realize its full economic potential and 
maintain its national power. The industrial system’s progress depended on full development of 
both the factory and the farm. Government officials wondered how long industry could continue 
to grow unsubsidized without a vibrant agriculture (Danbom 1979).
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Government officials also feared the international consequences of static agricultural 
productivity. Rising staple imports and declining exports endangered the nation’s economy. The 
nation depended on an agricultural export surplus to maintain a favorable balance of trade. Not 
only must agricultural exports constantly increase, notwithstanding the pace with the country’s 
increasing population, but commodities must be produced efficiently enough to provide industry" 
with cheap food and compete successfully with foreign agricultural products (Danbom 1979).
Other Efforts Embodied by the Country Life Movement: Organization and Education
Country life reformers believed that organization was “the greatest invention in modern 
times and the greatest engine of all progress,” as stated by Walter Hines Page (Bowers 1974:38). 
Liberty Hyde Bailey thought that cooperation could “uplift an individual by developing the 
associative spirit in such a way that he may retain his own self-help at the same time that he 
secures the help of this fellows and the incentive of community action”. Kenyon Butterfield saw 
organization as a means to strengthen community spirit and emphasized its potential for social 
stimulation and response (Bowers 1974).
Reformers’ support for country life improvements was probably most inspired by their 
faith in the efficacy of education. Their faith in man’s ability to dominate nature’s forces through 
an increased understanding of his environment was almost as mystical as the belief in rural life’s 
power to transform mankind. Because country life reformers perceived rural education to be 
unimaginative and too heavily concentrated on books, they insisted that it be changed to reflect 
the society in which it existed and promote the enlarged vision of country life’s possibilities 
(Bowers 1974).
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Urban agrarians, social scientists, agricultural scientists, businessmen, and federally 
elected officers supported the Country Life Movement for different ideological reasons. Most of 
the groups stood to benefit by the implementation of the Movement’s industrial version of 
“rurality”. Agricultural communities were important to urban agrarians not only as a source of 
future urban population, political harmonizers, and a traditional value system, but also as a tool 
for critiquing urban social and political developments. Social scientists believed in the need for 
social and governmental institutions that would modify and control society through scientific 
principles. To these social scientists, the development of social organizations and activities 
would retain in the countryside the more ambitious and socially interested people in the farming 
population. Businessmen and agricultural scientists were concerned with a possible shortage of 
food to feed the city. They believed that agriculture was threatening the nation’s economic health 
by not providing enough food for export. Agricultural scientists aimed to convince farmers to use 
their scientific method of farming, seed and land selection, and cultivation that would double food 
production without an increase in land or labor. Farmers’ adoption of scientific agriculture would 
financially benefit merchants, bankers, and the railroads. Federally elected officials and civil 
servants wanted food production to increase to provide industry with cheap food and allow the 
nation to maintain a favorable balance of trade. Cooperation was seen as a way to uplift 
community spirit and gives incentive for community action. Supporters insisted that rural 
education reflect the society in which it exists and promote the enlarged vision Of country life’s 
possibilities. Through William Bowers’ sample of country life leadership, the commonalties 
between the Country Life Movement’s supporters are further emphasized.
Country Life Leadership Sample
To understand country life reformers’ characteristics and their concern for conditions of 
agricultural and farm life, William Bowers examined biographic data for a representative sample
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of the country life leadership. Because a roster of reformers does not exist, his selection of the 
most articulate, active, and dedicated people was based on the following criteria: prominence in 
the country life conference programs, service on farm commissions, authorship of books and 
articles on rural subjects, and agricultural survey or research work. Appendix 4 contains a list of 
the name, occupation or position, and association with the Country Life Movement for each of 
the eighty-four persons who ultimately satisfied these criteria. Through analysis of the sample, 
Bowers identified common themes in the leaders’ backgrounds, education, occupation, and 
organizational membership. He also drew comparisons between country life reformers and 
another researcher, George Mowry’s, study about men and women belonging to the Progressive 
movement (Bowers 1974).
Country life reformers seemed to have long term rural antecedents in most cases and 
Midwestern orientation in many cases. Almost ninety percent of the people were from the 
nation’s farms and small towns, but since the population in the nineteenth century was 
predominately rural when these men were born, this conclusion is not unusual. Nearly half of the 
group, thirty-eight percent, were bom or raised in the Midwest (Bowers 1974).
Examination of the group’s educational background revealed that they were intellectuals. 
There were seventy bachelor’s degrees, forty master’s degrees, twenty-two doctor’s of 
philosophy, two doctors of medicine, and one doctor of science. While a statistical study of the 
places where the degrees were earned showed that sixty-eight colleges, universities, and 
seminaries were represented, about twenty percent were earned from Harvard, Michigan 
Agricultural College, Columbia, and the University of Chicago. There appears to be a 
relationship between some of the people’s expertise and their training received at the latter three 
institutions (Bowers 1974).
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Occupationally, most of the reformers were either educators or journalists. Forty persons 
were identified as teachers. Analysis of the educators’ specialties revealed a preponderance of 
agricultural and professional subjects. Of the forty academics, nine taught scientific agriculture, 
eight taught rural economics or economics, nine taught rural sociology or sociology, and fourteen 
taught education at the college level or taught and administered in public schools. Twenty-one 
people in the sample were journalists; two-thirds of them editors. About half of the editors ran 
farm journals (Bowers 1974).
The country life reformers’ interest in the new social sciences and scientific efficiency is 
evident when examining the organizations to which they belonged and the nature of their 
writings. Nearly forty percent belonged to either the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, the American Sociological Society, the American Economics Association, the Society 
for the Promotion of Agricultural Science, or the American Association of Agricultural 
Engineers. A great number of books written by the leaders focused on increasing agricultural and 
educational efficiency (Bowers 1974).
Country life reformers’ characteristics appear to generally match those of Progressive 
reformers, as shown through Bower’s comparison between his analysis and George Mowry’s 
findings concerning men and women in the Progressive movement. Like Mowry’s group, the 
country life reformers were relatively young. Most of them were born between 1855 and 1875 
and their median age was forty-three in 1909 when the Commission’s report was released. There 
is also evidence that these men and women, like Mowry’s sample, came from comfortable, 
economically secure stations, as shown through their college education at a time when education 
signified membership in a special economic group. Although religious affiliation was difficult to 
find, Mowry’s contention that reformers were predominately COngregationalists and
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Presbyterians was confirmed, however, Bowers found that there were also many Methodists and 
Baptists among the country life reformers (Bowers 1974).
Bower’s analysis of a country life leadership sample supports the argument the Country 
Life Movement was not composed of members of the farming population. Although most of 
them have roots in Midwestern rural communities, none of them were “dirt farmers”. They were 
connected through farming through discussion of agricultural issues rather than through actually 
cultivating crops on the land. The sample predominately consisted of intellectuals; most of them 
were either teachers or journalists. By examining the organizations to which the sample member 
belonged, their interest in social sciences, scientific efficiency, and agricultural and educational 
efficiency is evident. The Movement’s ideology, as documented in the Country Life 
Commission’s Report on Rural Life, reflects the bias of these urban intellectuals who believed in 
the efficacy of science and education to create social change.
The Country Life Commission
Appointment of the Country Life Commission
On August 10, 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt wrote a letter to Professor Liberty 
Hyde Bailey appointing the Country Life Commission. Within this correspondence, Roosevelt 
discussed the state of agriculture and rural living, as he perceived them, and outlined the purpose 
and members of the Country Life Commission:
The nation’s welfare ultimately rests on the moral and material welfare of the great 
farming class. Although farmers are more prosperous than ever before, the social and 
economic institutions are not keeping pace with the development of the nation as a
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whole. Although no other nation can compare with the amount of attention given by the 
State and Federal government to agricultural matters, our attention has primarily been 
with increasing crop production. Initially this was the right thing to do, but once this 
improvement has been realized, the government should attend to securing better business 
and better living on the farm. Farmers should get the largest possible monetary return, 
comfort, and social advantages from the crops he grows. The great rural interests are 
human interests. Good crops are of little value to the farmer if they do not open the door 
to a good kind of life on the farm (U.S. Congress 1909).
According to President Roosevelt, the problem of country life was a national problem in 
the truest sense. History had proven that the permanent greatness of any State ultimately 
depended more upon the character of its country population than anything else. He explained that 
the raw material for United States citizens’ food and clothing was grown on the farm. Almost 
half of the citizens were supported by agriculture and nearly half of the nation’s children were 
born and raised on farms. Roosevelt contended that whatever would brighten home life in the 
country and make it richer and more attractive for mothers, wives, and daughters of farmers 
should be done promptly, thoroughly, and gladly. According to Roosevelt, there was much belief 
among the nation’s people that prosperity lied away from the farm. Therefore, he was anxious to 
bring to the public the question of securing better business and living practices on the farm, 
whether by cooperation between farmers for buying, selling, or borrowing, or other legitimate 
means (U.S. Congress 1909). The rise of the Country Life Movement exemplifies a dialogue 
between the material and the ideal. Roosevelt’s attention was directed at agricultural 
communities when food production levels threatened the nation’s economic and political welfare. 
The Government’s conception of “rurality” changed to a version that would support the continued 
industrialization of the United States.
Roosevelt requested Bailey’s consent to serve on the Country Life Commission, upon 
which he had asked the following six men to act. Mr. Henry (“Uncle Henry”) Wallace, from Des
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Moines, Iowa, was the editor of Wallace’s Farmer, the founder of the illustrious Iowa Wallace 
family, and was simultaneously a nostalgic agrarian and a supporter of scientific agriculture. 
Kenyon L. Butterfield, the President of the Massachusetts Agricultural College in Amhert, 
Massachusetts, was an agricultural scientist, a popular agrarian, and the father of rural sociology. 
Walter Hines Page, the editor of the World’s Work, represented the urban business community. 
Gifford Pinchot was the United States Forest Service’s Chief Forester and amateur social 
scientist. William A. Beard, a California farm editor and Charles S. Barrett, the Farmer’s Union 
President were added to the Commission for their contact with “dirt” farmers (U.S. Congress 
1909, Danbom 1979). The men selected for the Country Life Commission represented the 
interest groups supporting the Country Life Movement: agricultural scientists, businessmen, 
social scientists, and urban agrarians. The Commission’s recommendations for change, which 
will be discussed later in this chapter, reflected these perspectives. The Commission was 
comprised mostly of intellectuals and journalists; no “dirt” farmers were members. The Country 
Life Movement’s definition of the “farming problem” and ideology were shaded with an 
modernization bias.
Purpose of the Country Life Commission
President Theodore Roosevelt requested that the Country Life Commission report on the 
conditions of country life at that time, point out the causes that may have led to its lack of 
organization, and suggest methods by which it may be redirected. Additionally, the Commission 
was asked to recommend methods for halting urban migration, maintaining farmer’s natural 
rights, and organizing rural life in a way that would promote the whole nation’s prosperity (U.S. 
Congress 1909). The purpose of the Commission’s investigation was to describe “rural” life as it 
was occurring in agricultural communities and determine what changes would be necessary to 
transform it into an modernized version of “rurality”. Falling in line with Habermas’ theoretical
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discussion, the United States Government was intervening into the economic system in order to 
support the continued growth of industrial capitalism.
The Country Life Commission’s assumptions were guided by the idea that conditions in 
the United States could be improved. It believed that it was its place to point out the deficiencies 
rather than the advantages and the progress. “In doing this we must be distinctly understood as 
talking only in general terms. The conditions we describe do not, of course, apply equally in all 
parts of the country, and we have not been able to make studies of the problems of particular 
localities” (U.S. Congress 1909). The Commission’s report attempts to describe the structure and 
lifestyle of the average agricultural community.
Methods Pursued by the Commission
The Country Life Commissions’ evaluation of country life was informed by both public 
hearings held throughout the United States and answers to printed questions sent out to 550,000 
names supplied by the United States Department of Agriculture, state experiment stations, 
farmers’ societies, and women’s clubs. Appendix 5 contains a list of the questions asked in the 
circulars. Approximately 115,000 persons replied to the inquiry along with a great number of 
letters and written statements (U.S. Congress 1909). It is impossible to know if the initial list of 
names included a representative sample of the farming population. Therefore, the feedback 
obtained from the circulars may represent the opinion of a particular segment of the farming 
population.
According to the Country Life Commission’s report, public hearings were held in thirty 
places by the entire or partial Commission between November 9 and December 22, 1908. 
Appendix 6 contains a list of the hearings’ locations and dates that they concurred. Although
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governors and principal officials of the States, presidents and professors of institutions of 
learning, clergymen, physicians, and librarians often attended the hearings; the bulk of the 
audiences and speakers were country people. According to the Commission, speeches were 
numerous and usually short and pithy. Every sort of person concerned with rural life was 
represented through the speeches, including many women, who contributed much to the domestic 
and educational aspects of the subject (U.S. Congress 1909).
At the President Roosevelt’s request, the Country Life Commission officially transmitted 
to the state and county superintendents of schools in every state and territory the President’s 
suggestion that country people assemble in their schoolhouses to discuss the questions under 
consideration. Several states responded by scheduling community meetings (U.S. Congress 
1909).
The Country Life Commission’s Report to the President on Rural Life
The Country Life Commission’s report is thematically divided into two sections. Within 
the first section, the “main special deficiencies in country life” (U.S. Congress 1909) are 
discussed. This section begins with a description of the inequalities and discriminations against 
the farmer by organized interests in four spheres: speculative land holdings, monopolistic control 
of streams, wastage and control of forests, and restraint of trade; and suggests remedies for these 
situations. Next, the Commission discussed the need for highways and the relationship between 
loss of soil fertility and tenancy. Third, agricultural labor is examined through a statement of the 
general farm problem, intemperance, and the development of farm laborer’s local attachments. 
Health in the open country and women’s work on the farm are the last two topics discussed in this 
section. The second section of the Commission’s report includes the “general corrective forces 
that should be set into motion” (U.S. Government 1909). These recommendations for change are
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thematically divided into five categories: the need for agricultural or country life surveys, the 
need for a redirected education, the necessity of working together, the country church, and 
personal ideals and local leadership. This thesis will focus on recommendations pertaining to the 
rural school and church as well as cooperation.
The Main Special Deficiencies in Country Life 
Disregard of the Inherent Rights of Land Workers
According to the Country Life Commission, the organized and corporate interests 
represented in mining, manufacturing, merchandising, transportation; and seemed to often hold 
the idea that their business may be developed and exploited without regard to the farmers. The 
Commission felt that farmers should have an equal opportunity to use the land, forests, and 
streams and the right to buy and sell in the open market without prejudice (U.S. Congress 1909).
Speculative Holding of Lands
According to the Country Life Commission, certain landowners procured agricultural 
land in prime locations and held it for speculative purposes. It felt that these acts withdrew the 
land from settlement, prevented the development of an agricultural community as well as lent to 
the development of a system of tenancy and absentee farming. An estimated 75,000 acres of 
swampland existed within the United States. The Commission felt that this fertile land should be 
reclaimed and subdivided into small farm units that could be both owned and tilled by men. It 
proclaimed that the Federal government should act to the fullest extent of its constitutional 
powers in securing the reclamation of these lands and protect against speculative holding and 
landlordism (U.S. Congress 1909).
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Monopolistic Control o f Streams
The Country Life Commission believed that monopolistic interests deprived permanent 
agricultural inhabitants of the waterways’ advantages. Through its investigation, the Commission 
found that farmers used rivers as drainage lines, a source for irrigation supply, as carriers and 
equalizers of transportation rates, as a readily available power resource, and for the raising of 
food fish. The Commission felt that monopolization of the rivers would be impossible once the 
Government opened the river ways for public navigation. It believed that many farmers had 
failed to consider riverways as an alternate form of transportation because the railroads charged 
high rates per ton-mile for short hauls,. The Commission identified two possible solutions: either 
rearrangement of freight schedules or increased competition by independent or local companies 
(U.S. Congress 1909).
According to the Country Life Commission, small streams could also be used as a source 
of small water power on thousands of farms. The power could be used to perform labor around 
the house or barn, for electric lighting, and for small manufacture. The Commission pointed out 
that the laws at that time encouraged monopolization over the streams through easy acquisition of 
these resources on easy terms. According to the Commission’s report, there had been a very 
significant concentration of water powers, practically within the previous five years; a group of 
13 interests and companies controlled about 33 percent of the water resources. The Commission 
believed that a monopoly greater than the world has seen would probably develop unless people 
became aroused about the danger of these companies’ interests. It thought that the development 
of plants and industries using water power should be encouraged by every legitimate and proper 
means. Rather than granting perpetual rights to encourage this development, the Commission felt
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that the people’s ownership should be perpetually maintained and grants should be in the nature 
of terminable franchises (U.S. Congress 1909).
The Country Life Commission believed that irrigation water should be protected from 
monopolization. It thought that farm life in irrigated regions was usually of an advanced type, 
due principally to the small farm size and intensive agriculture’s social and educational 
advantages. When land derived its entire value from the availability of water, the Commission 
felt that the farmer should be given ownership of both the land and the water if he is to be the 
master of his own fortress (U.S. Congress 1909).
Restraint of Trade
The most universal complaint presented to the Country Life Commission concerned the 
injustice, inequalities, and discrimination by the transportation companies and middlemen. 
Through their rates, railway companies determined where the centers of distribution will be 
located, what areas shall develop manufactures, and other special industries. To the extent that 
they exercised a purely public function, the Commission believed that the Government should 
closely supervise the making and publication of rates. It thought that the railway freight rates 
should be simplified or codified to enable the farmer, group of farmers or other citizens to readily 
ascertain the actual rate on any given commodity between two points (U.S. Congress 1909).
According to the Country Life Commission, the farmers’ complaints extended to trolley 
systems and steam roads. Farmers felt that trolley systems that extended through rural districts 
should provide them with a cheap, ready, and rapid connection to the steam roads. Steam roads 
were charged with discouraging use of the trolleys for freight. The Country Life Commission 
believed that a careful study of the railway situation designed to identify and correct abuses
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against the unorganized and the rural interests was needed. Many states have railway 
commissions established to protect the public from paying exorbitant freight rates. The 
Commission suggested that farmers who felt that they are being charged an excessive rate should 
see if their state railway commission was composed of men dedicated to conducting their duty 
fairly (U.S. Congress 1909).
Remedies for the Disregard of the Inherent Rights of the Farmer
The Country Life Commission believed that the farmers’ rights to utilize the native 
resources and agencies that pertain to this utilization should be recognized and farmers should be 
protected from hindrance and encroachment in the normal development of their business. The 
Commission felt that the Government should ensure that farmers whose business were small, 
isolated, and unsyndicated could compete with their fellow and had a “square deal”. According 
to the Commission, the single most available and effective means to giving farmers the benefit of 
natural opportunity was the enlargement of the government service to country people through 
postal service, comprised of the parcels post and postal savings bank. The Commission 
recommended a thorough study of the relation of business practices and taxation to the farmers’ 
welfare to identify discriminations and deficiencies, determine whether legislation is needed, and 
give the entire subject publicity. The Commission felt that the farmer and countrymen’s welfare 
in addition to organized and consolidated interests should be kept in mind during construction of 
laws (U.S. Congress 1909).
Through the previous discussion of the disregard for the rights of land workers, the 
Country Life Commission proved that it was folly aware of inequalities produced by the new 
industrial economic system. Although the Commission suggested that each of these 
discriminations against farmers needed to be studied more closely, it failed to identify the
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interests groups directly responsible for these actions and provide concrete recommendations for 
change. Because the Commission believed that the advancement of capitalism was inevitable, it 
did not put forth policy changes that would challenge this system. Instead, its recommendations 
focused on changing the structure and lifestyle of agricultural communities to adapt to the new 
economic system.
Soil Depletion and Its Effects
The Country Life Commission believed that the land’s productiveness had been 
decreasing because American farming had been largely exploitational. It explained that when the 
land’s fertility decreased, the farmer could choose to move to new land and develop a system of 
self-sustaining agriculture “becoming thereby a real farmer” or be driven into poverty and 
degradation. According to the Commission, farmers fell into one of two classes : those who made 
farming a real, active, constructive business and “those who passively lived on the land, often 
because they can not do anything else, and by dint of hard work and the strictest of economy 
manage to subsist” (U.S. Congress 1909:39). It thought that each class faced unique difficulties. 
The former faced problems arising from the man’s relation to the whole society. The latter class 
was both powerless against-trade in general and more or less helpless in solving his farming 
problems. The Country Life Commission observed that regions dominated by a one-crop system 
have seen the development of tenant fanning as owners lose their land (U.S. Congress 1909).
The Commission linked a moral and technical superiority to scientific farming by referring to 
agriculturists adopting these methods as real farmers who make farming a real, constructive 
business.
According to the Country Life Commission, fertility loss was especially evident in 
cotton-growing regions. Farmers were compelled to continue growing cotton by poverty, lack of
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credit, or desire for experience in other kinds of farming; the Commission thought that the social 
implications were pathetic. Large numbers of southern growers were obliged to mortgage their 
unplanted crop to secure a means for living and ended up paying exorbitant prices for the barest 
necessities of life. Speculators manipulated the product’s price and both the tenet and landlord 
were practically powerless against other interests. These conditions were arising in all regions 
adopting single-crop systems, except for fruit and vegetable regions (U.S. Congress 1909).
The Northern states were less vulnerable to fertility loss due to the winter waste, a 
different kind of agriculture, a different social structure, and fewer landlords, of whom were 
mostly retired farmers who lived near their farms and largely controlled the cultivation methods. 
Throughout the nation it had become a very serious concern whether farmers would continue to 
dominate and direct policy as they did at that time in prosperous agricultural regions, or whether 
soil depletion would lead them to become a dependent class or tenants working for uncertain 
wages (U.S. Congress 1909). Prior to the closure of the “frontier”, the Government encouraged 
the expansion of agriculture onto uncultivated land. Because this option is no longer available, its 
focus was on the necessity of using scientific agricultural principles to increase production 
without opening up additional land. Echoing Habermas’ observations, the United States 
Government was trying to avoid the collapse of agriculture through the use of scientific 
knowledge.
The Country Life Commission offered a solution to these fertility problems. It thought 
that the United States Department of Agriculture, experiment stations, colleges of agriculture, and 
other agencies had gathered abundant evidence, in both the North and South, that the soil could 
be maintained or, where it had greatly decreased, could be restored at least to its virgin fertility. 
The Commission thought that the Department of Agriculture’s demonstration work in the South 
exemplified the good that could be done by teaching people to diversify their farming and redeem
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themselves from the bondage of an hereditary system. A system of diversified and rotation 
farming that conserved the land’s resources and developed diversified and active institutions 
needed to be adapted to each particular region (U.S. Congress 1909). While the Commission’s 
suggestions may have been effective solutions to soil conservation and the revitalization of rural 
institutions when preached to an urban audience, these suggestions required that farmers change 
their method of farming based on experiential knowledge. If industrialization had not been 
allowed to proceed, then the need for food would not have been extremely important to the 
Government because less people would be dependent upon the remaining farming population for 
their nourishment.
Agricultural Labor
The Commission found that scarcity of farm labor was a general, but not universal, 
complaint. They believed that a serious labor problem would exist as long as the United States 
was a true democracy. If the laborer had the ambition to be an efficient agent in the country’s 
development, he would be anxious to advance from the lower to the higher forms of effort, such 
as he seeks advancement from being a laborer to a director of laborers. A small class of farmers 
who had become laborers through bad management balanced out this trend (U.S. Congress 1909)
Statement of the General Farm Problem
According to the Country Life Commission, several special conditions complicated the 
farm problem and led to the necessary drift of the workman from the open country to the town. 
The conditions it identified were: agriculture’s variable need for labor, lack of living 
conveniences for laborers, long hours, desire for companionship, and apparently low wages in 
some places. As a result, employers had difficulty securing labor that was competent to handle
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modern farm machinery, care for livestock, and handle the improved dairy’s special work. In all 
parts of the country, the labor shortage was complicated by competition from railroads, mines, 
and factories that offer shorter hours, apparently higher pay, and opportunities for social diversion 
and dissipation. The difficulty in securing good labor was leading farmers throughout the country 
to divide their land into shares for tenant farming or sell it outright, often to foreigners. Regions 
affected by absentee and proxy farming suffer serious social implications. Hygienic measures 
could increase the native labor supply by lessening unnecessary deaths of country children and 
insuring better health for workman. In order to secure labor, the Commission felt that the country 
must meet the essential conditions offered by towns or change the kind of farming (U.S. Congress 
1909).
The Country Life Commission believed that the only real solution to labor shortage lied 
in improved farming methods, which would be forced by the inevitable depletion of soil fertility 
under one-crop systems throughout the country. It asserted that intelligent, progressive farmers 
realized that crop rotation and a system of husbandry would enable them to employ their labor 
year round and secure a higher type of workman by providing a home with all its conveniences. 
The Commission thought that the development of local industries would also contribute toward 
the solution. It suggested that excessive hours of farm labor must be shortened through adoption 
of the scientific farming methods and substitution of muscular work with planning (U.S.
Congress 1909). By referring to farmers adopting the “improved” farming methods as intelligent 
and progressive, the Commission was judging those farmers who are unreceptive to scientific 
agriculture to be unintelligent and not progressive. Once again this exemplifies the 
Commission’s separation between a “rural” culture and an “urban” culture. The Commission’s 
perspective was biased by their socialization into the urban lifestyle and culture. Although the 
development of local industries is a potentially beneficial suggestion, it contradicts with the 
Commission’s aim to reduce local control through the infiltration of governmental infrastructures.
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According to the Country Life Commission, the difficulty of securing household help on 
the average farm increased as the farm’s size grows. The necessity of educating the children took 
them away from the farm and potential help that was bom and bred in the country was lured to 
the cities by its social diversions, more regular hours of work, and its supposed higher 
respectability. Under these circumstances, the Commission thought that farm women were 
compelled to provide food that required the least amount of labor. According to the Country Life 
Commission, the development of a creamery system over large parts of the country had helped 
relieved some of her burden. Community laundries and other work could be connected with the 
creameries. It believed that labor-saving devises could lighten the burden of those who used them 
(U.S. Congress 1909). The Commission chose to explain farm children’s migration to the city as 
the result of rural communities’ lack of social diversions, long hours, and lower respectability, 
rather than looking at the impacts of the industrial economic system on farming communities. As 
will be discussed later in this chapter, the Commission recommended modification and expansion 
of formal education in the country. Another possible explanation for farm children’s migration 
could be that formal education was creating a cleavage between farm children and agricultural 
work by preventing farming families from mentoring their children in agricultural roles and 
lifestyle. If the children were learning on the farm, then the need for specialized labor would 
decrease. If farming families did not need to work constantly in order to financially survive, then 
they may have time and energy for social activities. The Commission’s definition of the problem 
affected it’s the solutions it proposed.
Health in the Open Country
The Country Life Commission stated that while there were number-less farmhouses that 
possessed modern sanitary conveniences, number-less other farmhouses and rural schoolhouses 
were without rudimentary sanitation arrangements. It felt that there were many questions of
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health in the open country of national importance: soil, milk, and water pollution; rampant 
contagious disease, patent medicines, advertising quacks, and intemperance. Other health 
concerns included the feeding of offal to animals at local slaughterhouses, the general unsanitary 
conditions of those houses not under federal or other rigid sanitary control as well as, in some 
regions, unwholesome and poorly prepared monotonous diet, lack of recreation, excessive length 
of workday. These conditions were compounded by regional outbreaks of disease, such as 
hookworm disease, typhoid fever, and malaria (U.S. Congress 1909). The Commission’s 
definition of “rudimentary sanitation arrangements” and “poorly prepared, monotonous diet” 
reflected urban standards of health and diet. While sanitary conditions and diet had remained 
consistent since the nation’s conception, urban health standards presented a new attitude toward 
health standards. Because the industrial economic conditions forced farmers to work long hours 
to financially survive, the Commission’s recommendation for recreation was inappropriate when 
applied to agricultural communities. If the Commission had invested in legislation that would 
give farmers a fair return, maybe agricultural lifestyle would permit recreation.
According to the Commission, the rural population was generally less safeguarded from 
these health conditions by boards of health than the urban population. Because physicians were 
located farther from towns and called in the advanced stages of sicknesses, the necessity for 
disease prevention was self-evident. The Commission felt that this concern became especially 
important because that infection may be spread from farms to cities in the streams as well as 
through milk, meat, and other farm products. The Country Life Commission pointed out that the 
aggregate annual monetary loss to the nation due to unsanitary conditions on the farms must have 
reached an enormous sum (U.S. Congress 1909). The Commission asserted that farming people’s 
way of handling sickness was inadequate, as compared with urban standards. Was the 
Government’s concern about disease prevention as important before the urban industrial
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population began growing? This exemplifies how material changes can be a catalyst for changes 
in ideas.
The Country Life Commission felt that there was a great need for the teaching of the 
most basis and common laws of hygiene in the schools. It believed that the people needed 
knowledge about how and what to eat, diseases’ nature, the importance of fresh air, the necessity 
of physical training, the ineffective or dangerous nature of nostrums, and the physical evils of 
intemperance. Women’s organizations were providing the most helpful work in improving rural 
sanitary conditions and the Commission felt that this work should be encouraged in every way. It 
suggested that states and localities needed to improve their supervision of public health in rural 
communities and health officers should be legally allowed to investigate and control public health 
at states’ request (U.S. Congress 1909). Through these recommendations, the Commission 
blatantly asserted that country people’s way of thinking and living was wrong. Furthermore, they 
stated that the United States Government needed to supervise health conditions for rural 
communities. This is another example of the Commission’s urban bias and separation between 
“rural” and “urban” cultures.
Women’s Work on the Farm
The Country Life Commission stated that women’s condition on the farm is often 
desirable. Excessive labor was eliminated through organization, her husband and sons kindly 
cooperate, and household machines and conveniences were provided. Many farm homes around 
the country had books and periodicals, musical instruments, and all necessary amenities. There 
were good gardens and attractive premises, and the entire family possesses a sympathetic 
appreciation of nature and farm life. On the other hand, opposing conditions also prevailed 
because of pioneer conditions, lack of prosperity, and, frequently, lack of ideals (U.S. Congress
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1909). The Commission’s assertion that husbands and sons should “kindly cooperate” reflects an 
urban attitude about familial roles. The farm families’ division of labor enables the unit as a 
whole to survive. Generally, females attended to the home and males took care of the physical 
work of farming, etc. The Commission’s recommendation would disrupt this balance. Would 
males have time to help the women in the home when they were struggling to produce enough 
food for the family to financially survive? Are machines, which require time and money to 
maintain, a solution that would address the root of farm women’s workload? How does an 
attractive premises minimize their chores? Again, the Commission chose to define the problem 
in terms of the agricultural families’ deficiencies rather than looking at the economic and political 
circumstances impacting the lives of farming people.
The Country Life Commission contended that whatever general hardships, such as 
poverty, isolation, or lack-of-labor saving devises; may have existed on a given farm, the burden 
falls more heavily on the farmer’s wife than on the farmer himself. The Commission believed 
that farm women must have more help. It felt that relief could come through the development of 
a cooperative spirit in the home, simplification of the diet, and the building of convenient and 
sanitary houses that provided indoor plumbing and more mechanical help. Additionally, farm 
women’s condition could be improved through good and convenient gardens, a less exclusive 
ideal of money getting on the part of the farmer, better means of communication, such as 
telephones, roads, and reading circles; and the development of women’s organizations. The 
Commission thought that rural women should have sufficient free time and strength to serve the 
community through participation in women’s organizations, such as mother’s clubs, reading 
clubs, church societies, home economics organizations, farmers’ institutes, and other associations. 
The Commission felt that it was also important that home-making subjects be discussed by rural 
organizations that are chiefly attended by men because “the whole difficulty often lies in the 
attitude of the men” (U.S. Congress 1909:47). It believed that domestic, household, and health
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questions need to be taught in all schools in order to change the attitude about home life (U.S. 
Congress 1909).
Adoption of technology, such as the telephone, benefits the economy by increasing the 
number of consumer participating in the cash economy. Modernization of the home was an 
inappropriate suggestion when most farmers were financially struggling to survive. As stated 
previously, farm children could provide a source of help if education and socialization took place 
on the farm instead of through formal education. Rather than condemning the farmer’s need for 
money, the Commission could have calmed their appetite for profit by supporting policies that 
ensured more profit to farmers.
The General Corrective Forces that should be Set into Motion
Need of a Redirected Education
The Country Life Commission believed that the schools were largely responsible for 
ineffective farming, lack of ideals, and the drift to town. It thought that the farming population 
would probably be willing to support better schools if they became convinced that the schools 
would teach persons how to live. The Commission thought that country communities needed a 
social center where people would naturally meet and where real neighborhood interest existed. It 
believed that in order for the school to act as this meeting place, it must be directly concerned 
with the people’s interests. The Country Life Commission thought that the school must be 
fundamentally redirected and the teacher must be a part of the community, rather than migratory 
(U.S. Congress 1909). Once again the Commission asserted that the perspective that it represents 
is more valid and credible than the farming population’s way of knowing how to live. The 
schools were blamed for ineffective farming, lack of ideals and drift to town and accused of not
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teaching people how to live. This is a judgement make in comparison to urban cultural 
conceptions about the proper way to educate people. These accusations disregard the existing 
functional role of schools in agricultural communities and the farming population’s existing 
lifestyle.
According to the Country Life Commission, there was a demand everywhere that rural 
schools should use agriculture and country life subjects to educate pupils on topics reflecting 
daily life. It thought that support was reflected through interest in nature study, the introduction 
of high-school agriculture courses, and the establishment of separate or special schools to teach 
farm and home subjects. The Commission believed in the need to convince people to support this 
curriculum, coordinate the forces that were beginning to operate, and project this work into 
continuation schools for adults. It thought that the schools should teach health and sanitation, 
and, if necessary, modify the customary teaching of physiology. Because the “incubus of 
ignorance and inertia is so heavy”, there needed to be collaboration between state and federal 
governments to induce the needed changes in agricultural and industrial education (U.S. Congress 
1909). By suggesting that farming people need academic curriculum to teach them how to farm, 
run a household, and maintain health, the Country Life Commission discredited their way of life 
and way of understanding the world around. The suggestion that governmental agencies should 
assist in the modification of rural education disregards agricultural communities’ desire for 
continued independence and local control.
According to the Commission, some of the colleges of agriculture were arousing people 
in terms of their daily lives or of their welfare through extension work. Extension work referred 
to all educational work that is conducted away from the institution and for those who can not go 
to schools and colleges. It included local agricultural surveys, demonstrations on farms, nature 
study, and other work in schools, boys and girls’ clubs of many kinds, and crop organizations.
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Other examples include redirection of rural societies, reading clubs, library extension, lectures, 
traveling schools, farmers’ institutes, inspections of herds, barns, crops, orchards, and farms; and 
publications of many kinds. The Country Life Commission recommended the establishment of 
nation-wide extension work to supplement the land-grant colleges’ academic work, experiment, 
and research. It also recommended that the United States Bureau of Education be enlarged and 
become a clearinghouse as well as a collecting, distributing, and investigating organization (U.S. 
Congress 1909). The Agricultural Extension aimed to facilitate the farming population’s 
adoption of the industrial version of “rurality”, characterized by scientific agriculture and 
efficiency on both the farm and in the farm home. The Government used its ability to create 
agencies, programs, and policy to wield the implementation of industrial “rurality” in place of the 
existing configuration.
Necessity of Working Together
The Country Life Commission found that farmers everywhere complain of the lack of 
associations that really help them with buying and selling as well as community development. 
They seemingly felt increased pressure from the organized interests to buy from them and sell to 
them. Farmers claimed that they were prevented from doing independent business by the 
agreements or business understandings between all dealers, from the wholesaler and jobber to the 
remote country merchants. According to the Commission, farmers in undiversified regions felt 
the greatest pressure because this farming method created the greatest risk of crop failure and 
reduced the land’s productiveness. These farmers usually were dependent upon merchants 
because they do not raise their home supplies and their crop, being a staple and mass-produced, 
was subject to the world market and speculation. The Commission’s remedy was crop 
diversification and organization (U.S. Congress 1909 57-58). These recommendations are helpful 
under the assumption that the discrimination and injustices imposed on the farming population by
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the industrial economic system are inevitable and unchangeable. The Commission consistently 
asked farming people to adjust to the new conditions by restructuring their communities instead 
of attacking the sources of discrimination and inequality.
According to the Country Life Commission, it was extremely important that rural people 
learn to work together not only to forward their economic interest, when competing with 
organized interests, but also to develop and establish an effective community spirit. The 
Commission believed that all persons associated with this effort should have a voice in the 
cooperative’s management and share proportionately in its benefits. Cooperative spirit’s growth, 
in itself, should have great social value (U.S. Congress 1909).
The Country Life Commission stated that although organized effort should be a voluntary 
expression of the people, every State should enact laws to stimulate and facilitate the organization 
of cooperative associations. These laws should grant the cooperative organizations all the powers 
and advantages given to corporations or other aggregations of capital so that they can meet these 
corporations on equal legal ground when it is necessary to compete with them. The associations 
should be legally provided with means to regulate themselves as to safeguard their development 
into merely commercial organizations (U.S. Congress 1909). Without attempting to change the 
fundamental structure of the industrial economic system, the Commission suggested cooperative 
associations as a means for the farming population to cope with the discrimination against them.
It suggests that policy be used to further support the establishment of organizations among 
farmers. The Government invested money in programs that supported its interests.
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The Country Church
The Country Life Commission addressed the rural church because it believed that the 
country life problem was a moral problem and the motives and results of the individual’s best 
development were religious and spiritual. The Commission thought rural institutions reacted 
more intimately on farm life and on one another than they do in the city because work and life on 
the farm were closely bound together. It felt that this gave the rural church a position of 
unequaled opportunity to take a larger leadership, both as an institution and through its pastors, in 
the social reorganization of rural life (U.S. Congress 1909 60). The Commission described the 
rural church as a tool for implementing its modernized version of “rurality”. It assumed that the 
rural church would cooperate in restructuring the communities in which it existed.
According to the Country Life Commission, higher personal and community ideals were 
presently the country community’s great spiritual needs. The Commission felt that rural people 
needed to aspire for the highest possible development of the community and strive to progress in 
all of those things that make community life wholesome, satisfying, educative, and compete.
Also, they must desire to develop a permanent environment for the country boy and girl as well as 
learn to love the country and have an intellectual appreciation of it. The Commission though that 
individuals’ spiritual nature must be sustained and their personal ideals of conduct and ambition 
must be cultivated (U.S. Congress 1909 60). The need for a wholesome, satisfying, educative, 
and complete community life reflects the Commission’s modernized “rurality”. It also implied 
that agricultural communities as they existed at that time could not be characterized with these 
attributes. The Commission chose to define the country boy and girl dissatisfaction with farm life 
as the result of agricultural communities deficient social institutions. This framing of the problem 
does not consider the impact of urban social influences presented through media or the impacts of 
industrialism on the profitability of farming.
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According to the Country Life Commission, the country church faced special difficulties. 
Country people were conservative and financial support was inadequate. Often there were too 
many churches in a single community and sectarian ideas created divisions among people. Few 
rural churches had resident pastors; instead they shared ministers with neighboring communities. 
In many regions, there was little personal visitation except in special circumstances, such as 
sickness, death, marriage, or christening. Social activity organized through the rural church was 
likely to be limited to short informal meetings before or after services or fun-raising suppers 
targeted toward congregation members, rather than the community. The church’s range of social 
influence was therefore restricted to the families particularly related to the special church 
organization and it was unlikely that a sense of social responsibility for the entire community 
would exist (U.S. Congress 1909). In order for the rural church to most effectively carry out its 
leadership role in restructuring agricultural communities, the Commission believed that they must 
be consolidated.
The Country Life Commission stated that when rural villages generally contained several 
or a number of churches of different denominations; one or more was likely to be weak. Among 
Protestants there was considerable denominational competition and, consequently, jealousy or 
even conflict. In the interest of rural betterment, the Commission recommended church 
federation for the purpose of trying to reach and influence every individual in the community. 
Rather than attempting to break down denominational influences, it declared that this movement 
for federation emphasized the work to be done by the church for all men- churched and 
unchurched. It felt that a spirit of cooperation among churches must develop, sectarian strife 
must be diminished, and the attempt to reach the entire community must become the guiding 
principles everywhere in order for the rural church’s hold to prevail. Also, the rural church must 
to a larger degree become a social center that constantly emanates influences that build up the 
whole community’s moral and spiritual tone (U.S. Congress 1909).
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The Country Life Commission thought that the country pastor must know the rural 
problems, have sympathy for rural ideals and assumptions, and love the country. He must know 
about the difficulties that the farmer faces in his business, the great scientific revelations made in 
the behalf of agriculture, the great industrial forces at work for the farmer’s making and 
unmaking, and the fundamental social problems of life in the open country. Consequently, it 
believed that theological seminaries and agricultural colleges should unite to provide rural pastors 
with special training for his work (U.S. Congress 1909). The Commission wanted rural 
ministers’ use their sermons to convince farmers to adopt scientific agriculture and efficiency.
Chapter Summary
The writers and supporters of the Country Life Movement were among the country’s elite
agricultural scientists, businessmen, social scientists, urban agrarians, and federally elected
officials. Because the supporters of the Country Life Movement were primarily intellectuals or
journalists, the Movement’s ideology had an urban bias toward the use of science, education, and*
efficiency to solve the perceived farming problem. The structure and lifestyle of agricultural 
communities was not of primary importance to the United States Government until 
industrialization created a greater need for food. The Government intervened in the economic 
system to prevent the collapse of the industrial capitalism already rooted in urban centers.
The Country Life Commission was appointed to describe the type of “rural life” 
represented in agricultural communities and recommend structural and lifestyle changes that 
would facilitate the development of an industrial “rurality”. The Country Life Movement 
supporters’ belief that the advancement of industrial capitalism was inevitable. The Commission 
was fully aware of the discriminations and inequalities facing farmers in the market and chose to
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explain urban migration and production levels as the result of agricultural communities’ 
deficiencies. The Commission revealed its urban bias by continuously deeming aspects of its 
industrial “rurality” as not only technically, but morally superior to the existing “rurality”.
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Chapter Three: The Orchard Homes District, a Case Study
President Theodore Roosevelt appointed the Country Life Commission to identify the 
factors prohibiting an increase in food production and recommend structural changes that would 
remove these barriers. The Commission’s recommendations aimed at replacing the existing 
structure and lifestyle of agricultural communities, as described in the first half of its report, with 
a version of “rurality” that would facilitate the industrialization of agriculture. This chapter will 
examine the receptivity of one community to the Country Life Movement. The case study will 
describe a community called the Orchard Homes District, located just west of Missoula, Montana. 
I argue that Orchard Homes residents supported the Country Life Movement. My evidence relies 
largely on the fact that they indoctrinated their community club as a “Country Life Club,” and 
participated in Agricultural Extension activities and clubs. I will also argue that Orchard Homes 
residents were receptive to the Movement because compliance with the Commission’s 
recommendations would not require changes in the community’s structure or lifestyle.
This chapter will begin by describing the origination of the Orchard Homes District, the 
developers’ depiction of the Orchard Homes District and its relationship to Missoula, and the 
reasons why residents chose to live in the Orchard Homes District. These data will suggest that 
Orchard Homes District attracted residents interested in hobby farming. In this case, the term 
refers to farming that is done on a small scale to provide a source of supplementary income, 
and/or to partake in a “country” lifestyle while still enjoying the city’s amenities. Because the 
plots ranged between five and fifty acres, scientific farming methods aimed at increasing 
production efficiently on small plots of land were appropriate for Orchard Homes farms. Next, 
the Orchard Homes District’s economic structure, as defined by the market for food grown on 
Orchard Homes farms, farm type, and range of residents’ occupations will be examined. These 
data suggest that the Orchard Homes District was not affected or minimally affected by the
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discriminations against farmers, as identified by the Country Life Commission. Because Orchard 
Homes farmers sold their food to the Missoula market and Missoula was located in close 
proximity to the District, they were not forced to work through a middleman or deal with 
discrimination by the railroad and other transportation sources. Because the developers had 
secured these farmers’ water rights, monopolization of water was not relevant to them. The 
Orchard Homes farms earned their money through the sale of dairy cows and their products, 
poultry and their products, hogs, and vegetables and fruit from trees and from bushes or vines. 
They were already diversified, which was one goal of the Country Life Commission. None of 
these crops are cash crops sold on the national market. Agriculture was not the primary 
occupational focus of Orchard Homes residents. Less than 45 percent of men and 30 percent of 
women gainfully employed in the Orchard Homes District were employed in an agricultural 
occupation, as defined by the Census of Agriculture.
The next section of this chapter will examine the Orchard Homes District’s social 
structure, as defined by religious and educational institutions, and the residents’ receptivity to the 
Country Life Movement. Because the Orchard Homes District has never had its own church, the 
Country Life Commission’s recommendations pertaining to the rural church are irrelevant. 
Shortly after the District’s origination, a one-room schoolhouse was replaced by the Hawthorn 
School, which was a consolidated school that provided formal education through the eighth 
grade. I argue that the residents did not need to change their social structure in order to comply 
with the Commission’s recommendations for social restructuring.
The final section will examine the receptivity of the Orchard Homes residents to the 
Country Life Commission’s call for organization, community betterment, recreation, and use of 
scientific agricultural knowledge. The residents indoctrinated their community club as the 
“Orchard Homes Country Life Club”, in response to President Theodore Roosevelt’s call for the
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preservation of rural communities. The logbooks of the Missoula County Agricultural Extension 
agent, M.M. Oliphant, document Orchard Homes residents continuous participation in Extension 
sponsored activities and clubs. The Agricultural Extension program was established as a way to 
disseminate the Movement’s ideology into farming communities. The chapter will conclude by 
arguing that the Orchard Homes residents identified with the Country Life Movement and 
identified itself as the Country Life Commission’s targeted audience because they perceived 
themselves to be a “rural” community, when compared with urban communities.
Origination of the Orchard Homes District
In 1900, Cobban and Dinsmore, two developers, purchased a tract of several hundred 
acres of land located in close proximity to Missoula, Montana and divided it into five-acre tracts; 
each having more than 300 feet on a public highway sixty feet or more in width (Dinsmore “no 
date”, Forseen 1955). Being built on top of a river bottom, the soil in the Orchard Homes District 
is extremely fertile, but does require irrigation to reach its greatest growing potential (Forseen 
1955). The developers along with nearly all of the homesteaders living in the area encompassed 
by Orchard Homes participated in the early ditch building. In the late 1870’s an irrigation system 
was started, which was known as the Miller-Kelly-Gannon Ditch after the pioneer residents who 
built it. The community’s water was obtained through a diversion off of the Clark Fork River. 
Along with each tract sold and deeded came a perpetual water right sufficient for all needs 
(Dinsmore “no date”, Forseen 1955). The Orchard Homes District was a planned community. 
Orchard Homes residents did not need to deal with the construction of irrigation ditches and 
water rights because the developers had attended to these needs prior to their purchase of a plot. 
The Country Life Commission’s discussion about monopolization and use of water was not 
applicable to the Orchard Homes District farmers.
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According to Dinsmore and Cobbans, every acre of this first tract was well suited for fruit 
growing and market gardening. The wide, uncultivated fields were soon replaced by scores of 
“comfortable, happy homes, surrounded with thrifty young orchards and growing gardens all kept 
fresh and green from the most elaborate and scientifically constructed system of water ditches in 
the west” (Dinsmore “no date”: 6-7). Early residents usually purchased five acres, although some 
people bought ten, fifteen, or twenty acre plots. In all, about three hundred tracts were sold 
(Gilman 1929). Because the developers and original purchasers of the tracts were pleased with 
the district’s development, the developers decided to open more acreage up for sale. Propaganda 
literature titled, “The Orchard Home and What it Means to The People”, was published to entice 
potential buyers. It included descriptions of the Orchard Homes District, Missoula, Montana’s 
amenities, and the profitable orchards industry booming in the Missoula and Bitterroot Valleys. 
According to the pamphlet, the second tract of land, “of the best quality and finely adapted to 
fruit and gardening” was offered in 5-acre lots at prices ranging from $100 to $200 per acre. 
Potential buyers were offered several payment plan options. In addition, purchasers desiring 
improvements before they arrive in town could pay competent and trustworthy parties $25, plus 
$5 per year, to put out orchards, irrigate, and care for the orchards (Dinsmore “no date”). A 1913 
map of the Orchard Homes District, located in Appendix 2, illustrates the general layout of the • 
tracts.
Within the introductory pages of the booster pamphlets, the developers define their 
audience as the wage earners and trades people of Montana’s little and big mining camps.
Cobban and Dinsmore presumed that thousands of people in the state’s mining sections were, at 
that time, prosperous and measurably content, but contemplated removing themselves from their 
“unpleasant surrounding and settling in a pleasant spot where surrounded by Nature’s charms, 
they can pass their remaining years away from hurry and bustle, the dangers and uncertainties of 
the mining camp” (Dinsmore “no date”: 2). The Orchard Homes District was designed to offer a
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place where people can make homes of their own and become self-sustaining without depending 
upon the uncertain employment and insecure conditions of the mines and mills (Dinsmore “no 
date”).
Within the advertising literature, they attempt to entice the reader to buy a plot in Orchard 
Homes through their description of Missoula’s amenities. Missoula is introduced as a modem 
and busy city of ten thousand people with modern business and municipal features, the State 
University, “high order” public schools, and a religious school. The pamphlets pointed out that 
Missoula is a great distributing point for the vast lumbering, mining, and farming sections 
surrounding it because it has no commercial competing points nearer than Butte, Helena, and 
Spokane. It deemed Missoula to be the greatest lumber manufacturing center in Montana and the 
market for the best fruit-prpducing section of the state. The developers pointed out that the 
Northern Pacific railway had established its division headquarters in Missoula and was operating 
large machine and repair shops and a hospital. Also, one of the state’s largest flouring mills was 
located in the city. Missoula’s population had doubled within the previous four years and there 
was more building going on there than any other Montana city (Dinsmore “no date”). The 
developers’ discussion of Missoula’s nonagricultural industries suggests that the potential buyers 
were interested in employment opportunities outside of agriculture. Their description of 
Missoula’s educational amenities proves the importance of urban education to potential buyers.
The developers contended that the small farm was the wave of the future. One hundred 
sixty acres of land was previously necessary to farm. The literature claimed that the successful 
farmer was no longer the man who has big land holdings and cultivates a single crop. This 
farmer of the past bought all of his own supplies, did not raise vegetables, pork, or poultry, and 
did not have a dairy herd. The land was poor, waste exceeded what was saved, and he wondered 
why he did not get ahead. By contrast, the man with a small farm raises poultry and pigs, keeps a
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few cows, and raises berries, fruits, and vegetables. His entire farm is under cultivation and he 
does not pay taxes on a lot of unproductive land. The new farmer is independent. He finds a 
ready market for all that he can produce and has no delay in getting returns (Dinsmore “no date”). 
The developers link self-sufficiency, scientific agriculture, and crop diversity with the “new way 
to farm” and associate this farm structure with profit and independence. This rhetoric echoes the 
Country Life Commission’s praise of the modern “rurality” over the structure and lifestyle of the 
targeted agricultural communities. People comfortable or in agreement with this idea were 
probably drawn to the Orchard Homes District.
Reasons Residents Chose to Live in Orchard Homes
Within a 1928 Survey of Orchard Homes, by two agricultural extension agents, Virgil 
Gilman and Troy Givan, eight residents were quoted explaining why they chose to live in the 
District. Many years after its origination, the residents’ reasons correspond with the developers’ 
claim to what the District could offer buyers. One of the most common reasons cited were the 
educational opportunities available to children living in the Orchard Homes District. Some 
residents considered it to be an ideal place to raise children. “We have as good schools as in any 
part of the city or the district and the boys are less likely to get into mischief and bad company” 
(Gilman and Givan 1929:22). Most of the residents enjoyed living in close proximity to their 
workplace while being able to enjoy the “quiet wholesome surroundings” of the country. 
“Country life in Orchard Homes gives one that feeling of freedom not experienced by those who 
live in the city...” (Gilman and Givan 1929:21). Those residents farming liked having a local 
market for their produce. Some considered Orchard Homes perfect for people who enjoy 
working with the soil for pleasure and for profit, but also enjoy the amenities of a city. “It is 
quiet, close to our business, ideal for the garden and fruit culture and has all the modern 
conveniences” (Gilman and Givan 1929:21). One resident explained that “The best of churches,
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good schools, good stores, fraternal organizations, the city library, excellent hospitals, and many 
other want-satisfying institutions are provided in the city of Missoula with little, if any, expense 
to the people living in Orchard Homes” (Gilman and Givan 1929:20). Several residents 
mentioned the Country Life Club as a benefit of living in the District. “ ... We are grouped in the 
Orchard Homes Country Life Club and through this are able to keep our roads in good repair and 
do other things for our mutual benefit” (Gilman and Givan 1929:22). One resident of 24 years 
described the community members as “the most sociable class of people I ever met” (Gilman and 
Givan 1929). These testimonies suggest that the people attracted to the Orchard Homes District 
were looking for the opportunity to live in the “country”, but still have the amenities of an urban 
culture available to them (e.g. Missoula). Their lives were immersed with Missoula’s economic 
and social institutions, yet the District provided a country atmosphere, relative to city 
neighborhoods. Because agriculture was conducted on a small scale and provided a 
supplementary income, the residents had the energy and time for investment in their community 
life, embodied by the Country Life Club.
According to Gilman and Givan, these hobby farms were purchased for their 
effectiveness as a physic, meaning something that cures or heals, rather than overall profitability, 
which is more relevant to “dirt” farming. Orchard Homes District plots’ market value exceeded 
the amount of money obtained through farming on the land. The desire of professionals to 
experience “country life” without straying far from the city made the district’s plots valuable. 
“Rural lands suitable for country estates, ranches, and orchards of wealthy men who have made 
their money in other industries and who have become farmers because fashion or whims also 
acquire a value far out of proportion to their productive value (Gilman and Givan 1929). The 
ascetic value of living in the “country” was more important to Orchard Homes residents than 
making a profit.
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Economic Structure
The Country Life Movement arose out of the Government’s need for an increased food 
supply to feed the growing industrial urban centers and to pay off foreign trades through export. 
The farms targeted by the Movement were structured to grow mass quantities of food and geared 
to large markets. In contrast, the farms in the Orchard Homes District were small-scale 
operations, often used as a supplementary source of income, and geared toward the Missoula 
market. In this section, I will examine the structure of Orchard Homes farms, discuss the type of 
food grown, and identify the type of livestock kept on the farms. Additionally, I will look at the 
range of residents’ occupations, the degree that they relied on agriculture for their income, and 
the age and sex of residents gainfully employed in agricultural occupations.
The Orchard Homes District’s Economic Institutions
In their 1929 Orchard Homes Survey, Gilman and Givan relayed information from a 
1928-1929 United States Department of Agriculture study of motor truck transportation of fruits 
and vegetables in the United States. The study found that the local garden market of a city 
reaches out for five to fifteen miles. All the fruits and vegetables produced within this area are 
grown intensively, conveyed almost entirely by farmers in their own trucks, and were sold at 
farmers’ markets or peddled to retailers and consumers. Within an intermediate district, which 
extends out to seventy-five miles, food is grown on an extensive scale and some attention is given 
to the needs of nearby markets. According to Gilman and Givan (1929), this scenario accurately 
described the economic structure of the Missoula Valley.
The Orchard Homes District fits the description of a local garden market. Development 
of the District kept pace with the growth of Missoula and it was able to supply most of the
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Missoula residents’ needs when the produce was ready for the market. The city provided a 
market for poultry, dairy, sour cherries, apples, strawberries, small fruits, lettuce, and truck crops 
grown on Orchard Homes farms. Growers in the Bitterroot Valley, located twenty miles from 
Missoula, fell into the intermediate zone. These farmers did not pay a great deal of attention to 
the Missoula market because the vendors could not handle large amounts of produce at a single 
time. The Missoula market was less profitable for farms in the intermediate zone due to 
transportation costs. “ .. .practically all of the produce in the intermediate zone would seek a 
market elsewhere, mainly because the Missoula market is too small to take produce in large lots, 
and the growers farther away cannot afford to truck to market in small lots” (Gilman and Givans 
1929: 28). These growers marketed their produce in the larger Butte, Montana market (Gilman 
and Givans 1929).
Orchard Homes Farm Types
Gilman and Givan’s conducted the Orchard Homes District to determine the small farms’ 
profitability, its economic relationship to Missoula, and recommend adjustments on farms so that 
farmers could increasingly capitalize on natural advantages and consumer demands. They 
assigned the forty Orchard Homes farms into a typology of six farm types: dairy, poultry-truck- 
dairy, fruit-truck, poultry-truck, fruit, and truck. Although operational definitions for these 
categories were not included in the report, analysis of the percent distribution of each farm type’s 
sources of receipts, as displayed in Figure 1, provides some insight into how category 
assignments were made. During 1928, the seven dairy farms obtained an average of 73 percent of 
their receipts from the sale of dairy products and the five poultry-dairy-truck farms received an 
average of 35 percent of their receipts from dairy products, 23 percent from poultry products, and 
17 from vegetables. While the eight fruit-truck farms obtained an average of 54 percent of their 
receipts from tree and brush products, the nine poultry-fruit farms received an average of 27
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percent of their poultry products and 32 percent from tree and brush products. Finally, the seven 
fruit farms obtained an average of 79 percent of their receipts from tree and brush products and 
the four truck farms received an average of 87 percent of their receipts from vegetables. This 
description of the farm types present in the Orchard Homes District proves that the farms were 
not only diversified, but also did not grow cash crops.
Most of the farmers in Orchard Homes owned the acreage on which they farmed; As 
shown in Figure 2, the mean percentage of acreage owned was above 80 percent for poultry- 
dairy-truck farms, 83 percent; poultry-fruit, 90 percent; fruit, 84 percent; and truck, 96 percent. 
Fruit-truck farmers owned 100 percent of their acreage. The exception to this trend was dairy 
farmers who owned an average of 33 percent of their acreage. The majority of the farms in this 
sample owned their acreage. This suggests that tenancy was not a problem in the Orchard Homes 
District as it was in the agricultural communities targeted by the Country Life Commission.
Orchard Homes District Residents’ Occupations
A higher percentage of Orchard Homes residents’ worked full-time in nonagricultural 
occupations than in agricultural occupations, approximately 44 percent. Out of those residents 
engaged in agricultural occupations, most were of retirement age. Orchard Homes District 
residents were apparently farming as a source of supplementary income or were farming after 
retirement. Within its report, the Country Life Commission targeted farmers whose primary 
occupation was agriculture.
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Agricultural Versus Nonagricultural Occupations
The 1920 Census of Agriculture enumerators recorded individuals’ trade or profession 
and industry. These industries were divided into a typology of eleven occupational categories. 
Three categories were classified as agricultural occupations: farmers, managers and foremen, and 
farm laborers: and eight occupational categories were classified as nonagricultural: lumbering, 
manufacturing and mechanical industries, transportation, trade, professional services, domestic 
and personal services, clerical and none. A copy of this typology is located in Appendix 7.
Female 
I Male
Occupational Category
Figure 3: Percent Distribution of Orchard Homes Residents 10 Years and 
Over Gainfully Employed, by Occupation Category and Sex, 1920
Source: 1920 Census of Agriculture 
Figure 3 displays the percent of Orchard Homes District residents, by sex, whose
occupations fall into each of the occupational categories defined in the Census’ typology . Aside
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Table 1: Percent Distribution of Orchard Homes
District Males 10 Years and Over Gainfully
Employed, by Occuapation Category, 1920
Number Percent
Farming 95 44.2%
Transportation 44 20.5%
Lumbering 30 14.0%
Trade 16 7.4%
Manufacturing and 
Mechanical Industries 12 5.6%
Professional Services 8 3.7%
None 5 2.3%
Clerical 3 1.4%
Domestic and 
Personal Services 2 .9%
Total ,215_____ 100 0%
Source: 1920 Census of Agriculture
Table 2: Percent Distribution of the Orchard Homes District Males 10 Years and 
Over Gainfully Employed in Agricultural Occuptions, by Trade and Industry, 1920
Trade
Industry*
Total
Farmer Laborer Gardner Total
General Farming 44.1% 10.0% 33.0%
Fruit and Truck 25.0% 11.1% 19.1%
Fruit 11.8% 9.6%
Truck 10.3% 44.4%
I
11.7%
Dairy Farm 4.4% 3.2%
Fruit and Poultry 2.9% 2.1%
Dairy Fruit 1.5% 1.1%
Father's Farm 30.0% 4.3%
Farm 20.0% 3.2%
Home Farm 20.0% 2.1%
Mother's Farm 10.0% 1.1%
Nursery 10.0% 2.1%
Home Garden 22.2% 2.1%
At Home 22.2% 2.1%
100% 100% 100% 100%
(n=68) fn=101 (n=9) (n=951
Table Caption
a- Footnote: The following trades have been omitted because they contain only one 
person: florist, foreman, nursery, dairyman, and horticulturist.
b. Footnote: The following industries have been omitted because the correspond 
soley with an omitted trade: greenhouse and milk delivery.
Source: 1920 Census of Agriculture
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Table 3: Percent Distribution of Orchard Homes
District Females 10 Years and Over Gainfully
Employed, by Occupation Category, 1920
Number Percent
Farming 9 30.0%
None 7 23.3%
Professional
Services 4 13.3%
Domestic and 
Personal Services 4 13.3%
Clerical 3 10.0%
Trade 2 6.7%
Lumbering 1 3.3%
Total 30 100.0%
Source: 1920 Census of Agriculture
Table 4: Percent Distribution of Orchard Homes District Females 
10 Years and Over Gainfully Employed in Agricultural Occupations, 
by Trade and Industry, 1920
Trade
Farmer Manager Total
Industry General Farming 42.9% 33.3%
Truck 14.3% 11.1%
Farm 50.0% 11.1%
Fruit and Truck 14.3% 11.1%
Fruit 14.3% 50.0% 22.2%
Dairy Farm 14.3% 11.1%
Total 100% 100% 100%
fn=71 fn=21 tn=91
Source: 1920 Census of Agriculture
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from “farming”, men and women were concentrated into different occupational categories. In 
both Table 2.1 and 2.6, which provide percent distributions by occupational categories, the 
agricultural occupations: farmers, foremen and managers, and farm laborers, were collapsed into 
one overarching category labeled, “farming”.
Occupations of Orchard Homes Males, 1920
The occupational categories displayed in Table 1 are ranked in descending order 
according to the percent of men assigned to each category. The table shows that 44.2 percent of 
men were involved in farming, 44 percent in transportation, and 14 percent in lumbering. Table 2 
displays the percent of men gainfully employed in agricultural occupations. Nearly three 
quarters, 73.3 percent, of men worked as farmers. Within this category, almost half, 45.5 percent, 
worked on general farms, 23 percent oh fruit and truck farms, 11.7 percent on fruit farms, and 
10.4 percent on truck farms. Farm laborers comprised 12.4 percent of men working in 
agricultural occupations and 40 percent of the laborers worked on their parents’ farms. Gardeners 
included 8.6 percent of the men; 44.4 percent of men in this trade worked on truck farms. Nearly 
the same percentage of Orchard Homes males was employed in farming as in transportation 
occupations. Of those engaged in agricultural occupations, three quarters of these men were 
farmers. The Country Life Commission’s goal to keep farmers in ownership of their acreage was 
achieved in the Orchard Homes District in 1920.
Men gainfully employed in nonagricultural occupations were most frequently represented 
in the following occupational categories: “transportation”, “lumbering”, and “domestic and 
personal services”. The largest percentage of males working in transportation were car repairers; 
83.3 percent worked for the railway. Laborers comprised the second largest trade; all of these 
men worked for the railway in some capacity. Four men, 9 percent, were mail carriers, and 2
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men, each representing 4.5 percent of those included in the transportation category, worked in 
each of the following trades: carpenter, machinist, teamster, and truck operator. Nearly a quarter 
of men gainfully employed in lumbering occupations, 24.1 percent, of men in this category 
worked as teamsters; a local sawmill employed 85.7 percent of them. Four of the “laborers” 
worked at the sawmill and 100 percent of the men working as a “lumber piler”, “saw filer”, and a 
“timber checker” worked at a sawmill. A high percentage of Orchard Homes males were 
employed in the nonagricultural industries located in Missoula. The railroad and sawmill 
provided a lot of jobs for these men. This suggests that the Orchard Homes men often worked in 
Missoula, but lived in the District. This community’s economic structure was extremely 
immersed with Missoula industries.
Occupations of Orchard Homes Females, 1920
The occupational categories displayed in Table 3 are ranked in descending order 
according to the percent of women assigned to each category. According to the table, 30 percent 
of women were involved in “farming”, 23.3 percent were not gainfully employed, as signified by 
“none”, and 13.3 percent participated in both “professional services” and “domestic and personal 
services”. Table 4 displays the percent of gainfully employed women employed in “farming”. 
The highest percentage of women working in agriculture were farmers doing general farming, 
42.9 percent. Two women worked as farm managers, one listed her workplace as a “farm” and 
the other as a “fruit farm”. The farm laborer category is absent from this table because no women 
were gainfully employed in this occupation. When interpreting this table, it is important to 
remember that only nine women out of the thirty gainfully employed in the Orchard Homes 
District in 1920 were involved in agricultural occupations. Also there were likely additional 
women involved in agricultural occupations who were not reported due to gender bias at that 
time. Only a third of Orchard Homes women worked in agricultural occupations. Out of the
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Table 5: Percent Distribution of Orchard Homes District Residents 10 Years and Over Gainfully Employed in Agricultural
Occupations, by Occupation Type, Age, and Sex, 1920
Age Category
10 to 24 25 to 44 45 to 64 65 and Over
Male Male Female Male Female Male
Occupation Farmers 20.0% 88.0% 100.0% 97.8% 75.0% 100.0%
Type Managers and Foreman 
Farm Laborers 80.0% 12.0%
2.2% 25.0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
fn=101 <0=25̂ 1 fn=1l fn=451 ... (n=\6)
Source: 1920 Census of Agriculture
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women employed in agricultural occupations, just over 40 percent were farmers. Like the 
Orchard Homes males, most were employed in nonagricultural located in Missoula.
Women gainfully employed in nonagricultural occupations were most frequently 
represented the following three occupational categories: “none”, “professional services”, and 
“domestic and personal services”. The seven women assigned to the “none” category were listed 
in the census as a head of household, but were not gainfully employed outside the home. In an 
attempt to better understand their economic situation the age and marital status of these women 
were examined. The women fell into three age categories: 25 to 44 years, 45 to 64 years, and 65 
years and over. Two of the women between 25 and 44 years old were married and one was 
widowed. Each of the remaining four women, ages 45 and over, were widowed. Five females 
worked in “professional services”. Two women worked as teachers; one for the public school 
system. While a third woman worked in a newspaper office, a fourth was a dental assistant in a 
dentist’s office. Four females worked in “domestic and personal services”. Three women whose 
occupations fell into this category worked in the home as a “domestic” or servant. One female 
worked as a laundress. There were a significant percentage of women who were listed as the 
head of household, but were not employed. Apparently they were receiving money from other 
sources.
Table 5 displays the percentage of men and women within agricultural occupations, by 
age category. Males in all age categories were represented among the agricultural occupations. 
According to the Table, 80 percent of males between the age of 10 and 24 and 12 percent 
between the age of 25 and 44 worked as farm laborers. All of the men ages 65 and over worked 
as farmers. Most of the women employed in agricultural occupations were between 45 and 64 
years old. Out of this age group, two were managers or foremen; six were classified as farmers. 
No women between 10 and 24 years old and 65 years and over were gainfully employed in
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agricultural occupations. The younger men worked as farm laborers and the older men and 
women were farmers. The data suggests that Orchard Homes farmers were most often o f 
retirement age.
Other
20.0%
O or Less 10.0% 52.5% 100
7.5%
60 to 68
10.0%
90 to 99
Figure 4: Percent Distribution of Orchard Homes District Residents 
Gainfully Employed in Agricultural Occupations By Percent of 
Income Derived Solely from Agricultural Occupations, 1928
Source: 1929 Orchard Homes Survey
The 1928 Orchard Homes Survey briefly examined the range of occupations among the 
District's residents. As displayed in Figure 4, just over half, 52,8 percent, of the farmers sampled 
derived their income solely from agricultural work. Many residents either supplemented their 
income or worked full time off of the farm. Nonagricultural occupations represented in the 
district include: doctors, lawy ers, university professors, real estate agents, rail road men, retired 
businessmen, as well as workmen employed in stores and saw mills and other plants in or near 
Missoula (Gilman 1929). According to Gilman and Givan, orchard growing was too risky for 
farmers completely dependent on the fruit crops, but it was well suited as a source of 
supplementary income. Because work connected with fruit farming is seasonal and outside labor
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can be hired to pick the fruit, the owner would have time to attend to his primary occupation. The 
fact that four farmers, 10 percent of the sample, lost money from their farms during 1928, as seen 
in the Figure 2.2, proves the economic vulnerability of orchard growing. The extension agents 
believed that Orchard Homes small-scale farms are well suited for retirees and people seeking to 
hobby farm (Gilman 1929). This suggests that the Orchard Homes District was designed to 
attract people looking for either to farm as a source of supplementary income or income to live on 
after retirement from their careers. The Country Life Movement targeted farmers whose primary 
occupation and livelihood were large-scale agriculture.
Social Structure
The Commission’s recommendations focused on the social as well as economic 
restructuring of agricultural communities. They viewed church and school consolidation and the 
development of community organizations centered around betterment as a necessary step in 
securing the farming populations’ adoption of scientific knowledge, efficiency, and modern 
conveniences.
Orchard Homes Social Institutions
Recommendations for school and church consolidation were inapplicable to the Orchard 
Homes District. Unlike the agricultural communities described in the Commission’s report, the 
District has never had its own church; residents attend churches in Missoula. There was no need 
to convince the Orchard Homes residents that consolidation needed to occur because they were 
already supportive of the idea. Shortly after the District’s origination, a one-room schoolhouse 
was transplanted to make room for a consolidated school.
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Religion in the Orchard Homes District
The Orchard Homes residents have never had their own church. Instead, residents stuck 
with the “city church” rather than establishing separate congregations in the District (Benson 
2002). Two long-term Orchard Homes farmers, Otto Benson Jr. and his wife Anne, provided 
some insight into the reasons the District has never had its own church. The Club served as a 
community center that integrated all religions. Religion did not interfere with the Club members’ 
enjoyment derived from spending time together. Otto explained, “By dividing (the Club) up into 
the Men’s Club, the Women’s Club, that is auxiliaries, the Social Circle, and the Junior Club took 
care of all of that in one building” (2002). So, it appears that residents derived their liturgical 
needs from churches in Missoula and derived their social needs from the Country Life Club. One 
of the Movement’s primary tools for convincing the targeted farming population to adopt their 
modern version of “rurality” was the rural church. The Country Life Commission’s 
recommendations pertaining to church consolidation, church leadership in stressing the 
importance of scientific agriculture and efficiency, and social activities were irrelevant to the 
Orchard Homes District.
Education in the Orchard Homes District
According to Otto Benson Jr., the District’s children initially attended the Orchard 
Homes School, a wooden two-room school. This structure was transported to the current location 
of Franklin School to make way for the Hawthorne School, a consolidated school that provided 
education through the eighth grade. Both Benson and Emma Khul, the Orchard Homes Country 
Life Club’s current historian, confirmed that the Hawthorne School’s pupils have always been 
divided into grades rather than consolidated into a single class (Khul 2001, Benson 2001). Khul 
classified the Hawthorne School as a combination of a “country” and “city” school. “They had a
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lot of country, you might say, regulations that maybe they didn’t have in the city” (Khul 2001). 
From what she remembered, kids living outside the district did not attend Hawthorn. “The 
furthest I remember kids would be out like McClay Bridge, but that would still be in our district” 
(Khul 2001). The existence of the Hawthorne School suggests that the Orchard Homes residents 
complied with the Country Life Commission’s recommendation for school consolidation. 
Children from the area were transported to one common school.
According to the 1928 Orchard Homes Survey, the educational needs of Orchard Homes 
residents at that time were taken care of by two good schools, one being part of the city school 
system and the other being a rural school. For advanced education, the district has access to the 
Missoula County High School and the State University, both located in Missoula. According to 
the Survey, the educational facilities attracted many people to the district because they were 
located close at hand (Gilman 1929). Both Otto Benson Jr. and Emma Khul, the Orchard Homes 
Country Life Club’s current historian, attended school in Missoula (Khul 2001, Benson 2001).
Community Life
One of the most overt connections between the Orchard Homes District and the Country 
Life Movement are the residents’ focus on creating community life. In 1911, the community 
indoctrinated their community club as an official “Country Life Club”. The Country Life 
Commission’s recommendations for change in agricultural communities’ social and economic 
structure are visible within the club’s doctrine and activities. Between 1927 and 1931, the 
Orchard Homes residents participated in Agricultural Extension clubs and activities is extensively 
document in the Missoula County agent’s logbooks. As discussed in the previous chapter, the 
Agricultural Extension program was the Movement’s prominent tool for spreading its ideology to 
the farming population. I argue that the Orchard Homes Country Life Club’s activities and
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doctrine and the Orchard Homes residents’ participation in the local extension activities and clubs 
signifies support for and identification with the Country Life Movement’s ideology.
The Orchard Homes Country Life Club
The Orchard Homes District residents’ need for social activity spurred on the 
establishment of a community club. A clubhouse was built in 1905, but soon taken over by 
church groups. Once support for the clubhouse’s exclusive religious use dwindled, community 
members obtained permission from the county commissioner to reinstate the club use for social as 
well as religious purposes. It wasn’t until former President Theodore Roosevelt called for a 
national betterment of rural communities that Orchard Homes decided to use their community 
club to create change in their own community. The Club’s activities focused on community 
betterment and social activities.
Construction and Use of the Clubhouse
In 1905, with the assistance of “city people” (I think they are referring to Missoulians), 
Orchard Homes residents successfully raised enough funds to construct a modest church building 
in the community (First Country). The following year, volunteers from Orchard Homes built the 
structure, which was intended to be a community hall, on a 50 x 150 feet plot of land donated by 
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Warren (Forseen, Orchard Homes, First Country). The builders’ hoped that 
it would be used “for recreation, for evenings of fun, and also for church and for community get 
togethers” (Benson 2002).
Several church groups, which didn’t believe in dancing or entertainment, took over the 
newly built community hall, which later to become the Orchard Homes Country Life Club
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clubhouse. “From then on they said No, we can’t have card playing. We can’t have dancing 
here. Oh that is not right” (Benson 2002). The building’s purpose changed when “those 
promoting the project met, elected trustees, and organized Orchard Homes Union Sunday school” 
(Shannon 1950). Their bylaws prohibited the building from being used for non-religious 
purposes. Initially, pastors of different churches used the chapel to hold Sunday afternoon 
services, but this trend trickled off after four years due to transportation problems and lagging 
interest. Eventually the building was only used for children’s Sunday school (Shannon 1950, 
First Country). Although a representation of denominations were held services in the building, 
attendance lacked. Residents seeking church involvement would attend services in Missoula 
(Khul 2001). After two years, the church groups’ kindergartens dwindled down to nothing 
(Benson 2002). Once the meetings were suspended all together, the building sat idle for two 
years until the community’s need for a common place had arisen (First Country).
Despite their lack of access to the building, the socially oriented residents created an 
outlet for their desire to socialize with one another. Young people in the community organized 
the Orchard Homes Literary Society, which met in an old log cabin, called the “onion house”, 
because it was previously used for drying vegetables, until the group outgrew the building 
(Shannon 1950). Mrs. R.A. Shannon, a member of the Literary Society and later the Orchard 
Homes Country Life Club described the Society’s activities while it met in the onion house. “It 
wasn’t all literature.” Mrs. Shannon recalled, “We used to wax the floor with candles and try to 
dance by the light of lanterns we brought and hung around the walls. Music came from cylinder 
records played on a phonograph with a morning glory horn” (Foreseen 1961). Once the Literary 
Society outgrew the onion house, the group fought for access to the vacant church building. In 
1910, ninety-four signatures were gathered in support of the building’s availability for ditch and 
political meetings and various entertainment. Otto Benson Sr. and other community members
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presented the petitions to the county commissioners, who agreed to transfer the property to a new 
set of directors (Shannon 1950, Benson 2002).
There was some resistance to the proposed takeover from the original Sunday school 
trustees. On January 6, 1911, an Orchard Homes leader, John P. Irving, called a mass meeting in 
the chapel to vote on the building’s proposed use. When two boys arrived that afternoon to make 
the fire, they discovered that the stove, pipe, and zinc plate had been stolen. Rather than being 
deterring from meeting, Irving purchased and installed a new stove in time for the session to 
begin (Shannon, 1950). There was overwhelming support from the commissioners for the 
building’s new designation. “(The decision) was confirmed by a vote of 28 to 4 at a meeting of 
the Orchard Homes residents” (Orchard), Although the religious-oriented residents resisted the 
Club’s new use at first, they later joined in (Benson 2002).
This history suggests that the primary reason that Orchard Homes residents started a 
community organization was socialization. When the social activities were banned by church 
leaders in the community, the original group found a way to continue socializing until they 
secured use of the clubhouse. I argue that the Orchard Homes residents establishment of a 
Literary Club and later a socially oriented community club coincides with the Country Life 
Commission’s recommendations for community betterment and organization.
Indoctrination of the Orchard Homes Country Life Club
When Teddy Roosevelt announced the institutionalization of the Country Life Movement 
that worked for rural betterment, the group decided to join. At the group’s second meeting, the 
local secretary of the country life commission “explained the system ... and it was voted to join 
the movement” (Shannon 1950). That year the group was incorporated as the Orchard Homes
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Country Life Club (OH CLC). The Club’s preamble included the following passage: “Our object
should be to help develop in the country community the great ideals of community life, as well as
of personal character” (First Country). The article continues by quoting excerpts from the
Country Life Commission’s report to President Roosevelt.
“The rural church must be more completely than now a social center. This means not so 
much a place for holding social gatherings, although this is legitimate and desirable, but a 
place whence constantly emanates influences that go to build up the moral and spiritual 
tone of the whole community. When an entire region or industry is not financially 
prosperous, it is impossible, of course, to develop the best personal and community 
ideals” (First Country).
The Commission’s report provides a key piece to understanding the Country Life Movement
since it set the tone and direction for community organizations to follow. I argue that the Orchard
\
Homes District residents’ community structure and lifestyle corresponded with the Country Life 
Movement’s ideology, as outlined in the Country Life Commission’s report on rural life. 
Indoctrination of their community club as an Country Life Club exemplifies the strength of their 
identification with the ideology.
Orchard Homes Country Life Club Activities
Community Betterment. Once incorporated, the OH CLC immediately began working 
for betterment of the community through road improvement and promotion of safe driving. 
Hawthorn school was built as a result of its request to School District No. 1 for a larger school 
building. The Club also fought for and obtained an assembly room for the school and bus service 
for high school students. The residents organized their own volunteer fire department and pooled 
money to purchase a pumper truck and necessary equipment (Shannon 1950).
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The article, “The Only One of Its Kind Left”, displays four longstanding OH CLC 
members’ photographs with corresponding quotes relating to the Club’s attitudes and activities. 
Mrs. D.J. Jamette stated, “I took great pleasure in the children’s gardening program, for which the 
club furnished the prize money. We had little garden shows.” Mrs. R.A. Shannon said, “Our 
club has always been fighting for something- a county agent, good roads, electricity, and keeping 
out of the city limits.” Mrs. R.T. Richardson remembered, “When Theodore Roosevelt came to 
Missoula. He spoke downtown, and I was in a wagon right next to the platform.” John Stahl 
remarked, “We wouldn’t let anybody in the club who had a bottle. If they got mad, they’d find 
themselves pushed around a bit, and out” (1961).
Mrs. DeJamette, who was the Club’s president in 1917, and the Club’s only woman 
president up until that time, recalls the Club’s projects during her term. The group “started a 
library, raised $25 on an entertainment, protested the dumping of garage on South 3rd Street, gave 
$10 to the city swimming pool fund, and sent boxes to men in military service during World War 
I” (Forseen 1961). According to Otto Benson Jr., the Club was closely connected with the 
Hawthorne School. Orchard Homes kids would fix “up their little gardens on their own place and 
(the Orchard Homes Women’s Club) would give ribbons at the Club for the nicest flowers that 
they would bring in of different varieties” (2002). The clubhouse was available for certain 
meetings or activities relating to its goals. “The club building is open for all meetings which 
pertain to the Orchard Homes welfare...” (First Country). School related activities and forums 
between farmers were held at the clubhouse (First Country).
The Orchard Homes Country Life Club was a vehicle for Orchard Homes residents to 
implementation selective aspects of modernity into their “rural” community, such as school 
consolidation, road improvement, and modernization. The school and Club worked together to 
teach the District’s children how to live according to their perception of “rural life”.
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Social Activities. Social activities were given high priority among the Club’s members. 
According to Otto Benson Jr., “They needed something in the evenings. See there was no tv.
No radio. And they were young people at that time” (2002). After securing the building, it was 
remodeled to include “a practical stage for dramatic entertainment, fitted with footlights, drop 
curtain and wings of scenery, and a kitchen equipped with utensils and dishes to cook for and 
feed a big crowd...” (First Country). The Club’s historian described the OH CLC’s clubhouse as 
the main attraction. “They had meetings, they had dances, they had all the school parties were 
there because the school didn’t have any stage. They had any, you might say, interest in the 
community, well then, the clubhouse was there for their use” (Khul 2001). The members of the 
refreshment committee had an extremely important role in the group. The fact that “they have 
always featured refreshments the officers believe is responsible for keeping attendance and 
interest at such a high pitch these several years” (First Country).
Despite the Club’s meager budget during the early years, the group decided to purchase a 
$325 piano at $50 down and $10 a month. Mrs. Shannon recalls how this decision caused a crisis 
within the group. “In the early days, we made $25 on a dinner. Now, if we don’t make $600 or 
$700 we’re disappointed” (Forseen 1961). (Considering how the Club was struggling to make 
$10 payments on the $325 piano, I think that the journalist meant $60 or $70 instead of $600 or 
$700). The Club’s emphasis on community entertainment is again reflected in its agenda. While 
literary entertainment, of some sort, was provided on the first and third Fridays of every month, 
the second and fourth Fridays were designated as dance nights with music being furnished by 
community musicians. In months including five Fridays, the “card sharks” of the community 
were invited to play games at clubhouse on that fifth Friday (First Country). The Country Life 
Club provided a social outlet for Orchard Homes residents as well as a vehicle for community 
betterment.
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Involvement in Agricultural Extension Clubs and Activities
The Agricultural Extension system was adopted by the Government as a way to 
disseminate the Movement’s ideology, specifically scientific knowledge and efficiency, to 
farmers and use a hands on approach to teach them how to implement it. The Orchard Homes 
District residents consistently participated in clubs and activities coordinated through the 
Missoula County Agricultural Extension Service. The county extension agent during the late 
1920’s and early 1930’s was M.M. Oliphant. His logbooks from those years document his work- 
related activities as well as the communities and individuals who participated in them. Appendix 
8 contains Tables A.l through A. 5, which document all references to Orchard Homes residents. 
Each table represents one year, as defined by Mr. Oliphant. Following the tables are copies of 
photographs of Orchard Homes residents that appear in the logbooks. Orchard Homes’ farmers 
were involved in county extension demonstrations concerning poultry, dairy herd rodent control, 
building improvement, and soil fertility. Women from the district participated in clothing and 
canning clubs; the children were involved in the 4-H programs.
To obtain a sense of why Orchard Homes residents supported and participated in these 
Agricultural Extension clubs and activities, I again asked Otto Jr. and Anne Benson for their 
opinions. Anne has been a member of the district’s home demonstration club for over sixty years. 
She told me that through the club “you learned to cook, you learned to make gloves,” as well as 
to make fancy desserts and cookies, but it did not have anything to do with “government stuff’ 
(2002). She explained that the women needed the club and it was worth it. Otto added that “it 
was a get together of women to discuss their problems” (2002). As far as economically-oriented 
clubs, like the Dairy Improvement Association, started by Otto Benson Sr., the motivation to 
participate was efficiency. Otto Jr. explained that in about 1935 there were 56 licensed dairies
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selling milk to Missoula. A lot of the small dairies quit because they had to be inspected and get 
licensed to conduct their business. So, some of the larger dairies created a Dairy Improvement 
Association hired a milk tester to come in and test the milk from each cow, weigh it and send the 
records to Bozeman. Off shoots of this association were the Dairy Breeders Association and the 
Bull Insemination Group that allowed all the small dairies to work together to get better bulls 
(Benson 2002). I argue that Orchard Homes residents participated in economically oriented 
Agricultural Extension clubs and activities because scientific farming and efficiency were 
appropriate to the small scale of their farms. Orchard Homes farmers sought to increase 
production without expanding their acreage. Residents participation in socially-oriented 
Agricultural Extension clubs and activities reflects their interest in maintaining a degree of self- 
sufficiency and the preservation of “rural life” as they perceived it.
Orchard Homes Residents’ Perception of Rurality
Orchard Homes residents’ indoctrination of their community club as a “Country Life 
Club” appears to be a strong statement of support for the Country Life Movement’s ideology. In 
order for the Orchard Homes residents to identify with the Movement, they must have perceived 
themselves to be its targeted audience, meaning they perceived of themselves as a “rural” 
agricultural community. To get a sense of this perception, I asked Otto Benson Jr. what 
characteristics make up an area that was defined as “rural” and whether this characterized the 
Orchard Homes District in the 1920’s and 1930’s. He explained, “I think the way you would 
designate (rural) is if you are making a living off of (your own land from agriculture or livestock). 
Urban is where you are living and making a living somewhere else, not on your own property” 
(Benson 2002). According to this definition, the Orchard Homes District qualifies as a “rural” 
agricultural community.
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Orchard Homes residents have consistently resisted incorporation of the District into 
Missoula. According to Emma Khul, “(Missoula’s) rules and regulations would make a 
difference in the places where we lived. In our homes, in our sewer system, not sewer, but we 
have septic tanks and their regulations” (Khul 2001). This separation from Missoula is also 
evident in the OH CLC’s membership policy that requires residents to have lived in the District 
for a minimum of two months before they are eligible to join the Club. Khul explained this 
exclusive policy by say ing that “(those in charge of OH CLC) apparently wanted to have a 
boundary so that they would have to be interested in our, you might say, style of life. They either 
had to like to have gardens or like to have horses and have cows and have pigs and, ya know, and 
big gardens” (Khul 2001). Orchard Homes residents identified with the Country Life 
Movement’s goal to “keep the kids on the farm”. Emma Khul explained, “It was to make what 
you might call country life club area, but still we were, you might say, modernized enough to go 
into the city” (2001). I argue that the Orchard Homes residents perceived themselves to be a 
“rural” community relative to urban communities, such as Missoula. This version of “rurality” 
represents a lifestyle that is still intertwined with urban culture, but embodies the perceived 
elements of rural life as defined by urban culture.
Chapter Summary
The Orchard Homes developers reference to the small-scaled, diversified farmer as 
superior to the farmer who grows monocrops on large acreage resembles the Country Life 
Commission’s rhetoric. Orchard Homes residents attracted by such messages could apparently 
identify with the Country Life Movement ideology. People were attracted to the Orchard Homes 
District because it offered the opportunity to live in the “country” and still enjoy the employment, 
educational, and social amenities.
Orchard Homes residents were receptive to the Country Life Commission’s 
recommendations for structural and lifestyle changes because compliance would not require 
fundamental changes in either their community structure or lifestyle. A few of the Commission’s 
recommendations were irrelevant, such as church consolidation and problems with tenancy.
Other recommendations were already being carried out such as diversification of crops, use of 
scientific agriculture, social organization, and participation in agricultural extension clubs and 
activities.
Orchard Homes residents identified themselves as the Country Life Movement’s target 
audience because they appeared to perceive their lifestyle to be “rural”, relative to an urban 
lifestyle. Through participation in socially-oriented clubs organized by the agricultural extension, 
such as canning clubs or clothing clubs, Orchard Homes residents increased their families’ self- 
sufficiency, which in turn saved them money. Through these activities, residents were also 
preserving “rural life”, as they perceived it to be, which appeared to be dying out as the result of 
tenancy and farmer migration to cities. Farmers participation in economically-oriented 
Agricultural Extension clubs and activities, such as poultry clubs or dairy clubs, taught them how 
to operate their farms in a more efficiently, cost-effective manner. The Orchard Homes Country
Life Club provided a vehicle for residents to introduce into the Orchard Homes District selected
\
aspects of modernization, such as road improvement and school consolidation, in addition to 
serving as a social center.
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Chapter Four: Comparison of the Orchard Homes District to 
the National and Regional Farming Population
In Chapter Three, the Orchard Homes District was presented as a case study of one 
community’s response to the Country Life Movement. I argued that Orchard Homes residents 
were receptive to the Country Life Commission’s recommendations for economic and social 
restructuring and lifestyle change because compliance would not require alteration of the 
community’s existing structural or lifestyle. In this chapter, the Orchard Homes District’s 
economic and social structure as well as the residents’ response to the Country Life Movement 
will be compared with farms and farming communities on a regional and national level. The 
regional comparison will be made between the Orchard Homes District and the Mountain Region, 
in which the District is located. The Mountain region is one of nine groups of states created by 
Census of Agriculture to capture regional trends. Appendix 2 contains a copy of this typology. 
The national and regional statistical averages assumed to describe the characteristics of the 
agricultural communities targeted by the Country Life Commission..
This chapter will begin by comparing the economic structure, as defined by scale and 
type of farming and range of occupations with the farming population, between the Orchard 
Homes District and the national and region farming population. These data will suggest that the 
Orchard Homes District’s economic structure was significantly different from the two 
comparison groups. The second half of the chapter will present the farming population’s 
responses to the Country Life Commission’s definition of the farm problem and 
recommendations for the restructuring of rural churches and schools, preservation of community 
life, and involvement in Agricultural Extension clubs and activities. I will argue that agricultural 
communities throughout the Mountain region and nation were generally not receptive to the 
Country Life Commission’s recommendations because compliance would entail fundamental
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Table 6: Mean Differences and Statistical Significant according to a T-Test for Comparison 
of Number of Acres, by Land Use, and Number of Livestock, by Type, Between the 
Orchard Homes District, 1928, and the Farming Population in the United States and
Variable United States Mountain
Hogs -3.8546** -3.3846**
Total Acres -2.7022** -4.1222**
Acres in Alfalfa -1.7790** -2.5490**
Poultry -1.2845** -1.2445**
Acres in Vegetables -1.1150** -1.4650**
Dairy Cows -.8430** -.9630**
Horses -.7309** -1.8609**
Acres in Tree Fruits -.3876* -.4876**
**p< .001 * = p <  .01 Source: 1929 Orchard Homes Survey and 1930 U. S. Census of Agriculture
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Figure 5: Mean Number of Acres, by Land Use, and Number of Livestock on 
Farm- the Orchard Homes District, 1928, the Mountain Region and the United 
States, 1930
Source: 1929 Orchard Homes Survey, 1930 U.S. Census o f Agriculture
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structural and lifestyle changes in these communities. I will also argue that the Country Life 
Commission’s recommendations were not successfully implemented in these communities 
because they did not reflect the targeted farming population’s perspective.
Economic Structure
As shown in Chapter Three, Orchard Homes farms were part of a local garden market 
that sold its food to the Missoula market. The small-scale farms sold vegetables, poultry and 
poultry products, dairy cows and dairy products, fruits, and berries. Comparison between the 
Orchard Homes District and farms through the nation and Mountain region will prove similarities 
and differences between the different community structures.
Scale and Type of Farming
Orchard Homes, in 1928, compared with the United States and the Mountain Region, in 1930
Figure 5 compares the mean number of acres, by land use and the number of livestock on 
farms between the Orchard Homes District, 1928, and farms in the United States and Mountain 
Region, 1930. Farms in the Mountain region have the largest number of total acres on average, 
653, as compared with the United States, 157 acres, and the Orchard Home District, 15.6 acres. 
The District’s farmers were growing approximately 27 acres less on average of alfalfa and kept 
an average of approximately 7 less horses than farmers in the Mountain region. Orchard Homes 
farms kept approximately 16 less hogs on average than farms throughout the nation and 
approximately 12 less hogs on average than farmers in the Mountain region. Farms in the District 
were growing approximately 4 acres less of vegetables on average than farms in the Mountain 
region and approximately 3 acres less on average than farms throughout the country. Table 6
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Table 7: Comparison of Mean Differences in Mean Number of Acres, by Land Use, and 
Mean Value, by Selected Item, Between the Orchard Homes District and the Farming 
Populations in the United States and Mountain Region, 1930_______________________
United States Mountain
Pasture Other -40.74 -409.50
Crops Harvested -48.74 -88.08
Pasture Plowable -15.87 -61.57
Pasture Woodland -10.37 -25.14
Woodland Not Pasture -10.19 -2.36
Cropland Idle or Fallow -6.48 -21.91
All Other -5.88 -18.72
Crops Failed -1.82 -8.35
Source: 1930 U. S. Census o f Agriculture
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Figure 6: Mean Number of Acres, by Land Use, the Orchard Homes District, 
United States, and Mountain Region, 1930
Source: 1930 U.S. Census o f Agriculture
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displays the mean differences between the Orchard Homes farms and farms on a national and 
regional level for both the mean number of acres, by land use, and the mean number of livestock. 
Statistical significance determined by a t-test is indicated for each of the comparisons. The 
categories have been ranked from the most significant to the least significant difference. Each of 
the observations stated above is statistically significant at a .001 alpha level. The average number 
of acres used for tree fruits in the Orchard Homes District was statistically significant at a .01 
alpha level for farms in the Mountain region. These data suggest that Orchard Homes farms were 
not only extremely small compared to farms on a national and regional level, but they also grew 
significantly less acres of alfalfa, vegetables, and fruit; and kept significantly less horses and 
hogs. There was not a statistically significant difference between the number of dairy cows and 
poultry kept on Orchard Homes farms as compared with farms throughout the nation and region.
I argue that in 1928, the Orchard Homes District farms were farmed intensively while the farms 
targeted by the Country Life Commission were farmed extensively. Structural changes would be 
necessary for the targeted farms to comply with the Commission’s recommendations.
Orchard Homes, in 1930, compared with the United States and the Mountain region, in 1930
Land Use. Figure 6 displays the mean number of acres, by land use, for farms in the 
Orchard Homes District, the United States, and the Mountain region in 1930. Orchard Homes 
farms had significantly less acres of pasture and cropland. Within the Mountain region, farms 
had an average of 412 acres used for “pasture other”, as compared with farms throughout the 
United States, 43 acres, and the Orchard Homes District, 2 acres. The Mountain region has the 
highest mean number of acres for each of the land use categories, expect “woodland other”.
Farms throughout the national used 10 acres on average for “woodland other” as compared with 
farms in the Mountain region, 2 acres, and the Orchard Homes District, 1 acre. Table 7 contains 
the mean differences, ranked according to the largest difference. While Orchard Homes farms 
had significantly less acres in each of the land use categories: cropland, pasture, and woodland,
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Table 8: Comparison of Mean Differences in Mean Value, by Selected Item, Between the 
Orchard Homes District and the Farming Populations in the United States and Mountain 
Region, 1930__________________________________________________________________
United States Mountain
Land and Building $1,289.01 $1,606.63
Farm Dwelling $1,053.49 $1,190.49
Land -$829.67 -$3,403.88
Implements and Machinery -$81.73 -$430.86
Source: 1930 U.S. Census o f Agriculture
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Figure 7: Mean Value (in dollars) of Farmland Buildings, All Farm Buildings, 
Farmers9 Dwellings, and Farm Implements and Machinery, the Orchard 
Homes District, United States, and Mountain Region, 1930
Source: 1930 U.S. Census of Agriculture
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the greatest differences existed between the scale of farms in the Mountain region. The least 
difference existed between Orchard Homes farms and farms in the Mountain region in terms of 
the mean number of acres in “woodland, not pasture”. These data again suggest that Orchard 
Homes farms were small-scale, intensively farmed plots and farms throughout the nation and in 
the Mountain region were large-scale, extensively farmed operations, the Mountain region to a 
greater extent than nationally.
Value o f Land, Buildings, and Implements and Machinery. Figure 7 compares the 
mean difference, in dollars, of farmland buildings, all farm buildings, farmers’ dwellings, and 
farm implements and machinery in 1930 between the Orchard Homes District, the United States, 
and the Mountain region. While farms in the Mountain region had the highest value on average 
for “farmland and buildings”, $10,188, and “farm implements and machinery”, $874, farms in the 
Orchard Homes District had the highest value on average for “all farm buildings”, $3,348, and 
“farmers dwellings”, $2,180. Table 8 contains the mean differences, ranked according to the 
largest difference. These data suggest that Orchard Homes farms invested significantly less 
money into their implements and machinery as well as their farmland and buildings than farms 
throughout the nation and the Mountain region. Interestingly, the Orchard Homes farmers’ 
dwelling and all farm buildings were worth more money than the two comparison groups. In 
Chapter Three, it was argued that the Orchard Homes District was valuable for its close proximity 
to Missoula and the residents ability to live in the “country” without sacrificing access to the 
city’s amenities. This idea is reinforced by the District’s comparatively higher property values.
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Table 9: Z score based on Comparison of Percent of Females and Males 10 Years and Over 
Gainfully Employed in Agricultural Occupations, by Occupation Category Between 
Residents of the Orchard Homes District and the Farming Population in United States and
Occupational Category United States Mountain
Males and Females Working .000** .000**
in Agricultural Occupations 
Male Farmers .000** .000**
Male Managers or Foremen .000** .000**
Male Laborers .000** .000**
Female Managers or Foremen .000** .000**
Female Laborers .001** .000**
Female Farmers .000** .024*
zp < .0 0 l  * = p < . 0 1 Source: 1920 U.S. Census o f Agriculture
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Figure 8: Percent of the Farming Population 10 Years and Over Gainfully 
Employed, by Working Days Only on the Farm and Off the Farm- the United 
States, the Mountain Region, and the Orchard Homes District, 1920
Source: 1920 U.S. Census o f Agriculture
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Agricultural and Nonagricultural Occupations
Figure 8 compares the percent of the farming population in the Orchard Homes District, 
the United States, and the Mountain region that are 10 years and over and gainfully employed 
who worked days off the farm with the percent that worked only on the farm. While 56 percent 
of gainfully employed Orchard Homes residents worked days off the farm, only 33 percent of the 
farming population and 30 percent of the national farming population worked days off the farm. 
According to Table 9, the percentage of gainfully employ ed Orchard Homes residents working 
days off the farm is statistically significant at the .001 alpha level when compared with the 
farming population in both the United States and the Mountain region. The percentage of 
Orchard Homes residents in 1920 who were employed in nonagricultural occupations is 
significantly higher than the farming population in the United Slates and in the Mountain region.
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Figure 9: Percent of Females Gainfully Employed in Agricultur al Occupations, 
by Occupation Type, the United States, Mountain Region, and the Orchard
Homes District, 1920 Sourlx: 1920 U.S. Ccnsm o f Agriculture
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Female Agricultural Occupations, 1920
Figure 9 compares the percent of females gainfully employed in agricultural occupations 
in 1920, by occupation type between the United States, the Mountain region, and the Orchard 
Homes District. A significantly larger percentage of females in the Orchard Homes District 
worked as farmers, 78 percent, as compared with the Mountain region, 57 percent, and the United 
States, 25 percent. While 74 percent of women gainfully employed in agriculture worked as 
laborers nationally, 0 percent of women in the District were laborers. A much higher percentage 
of women in the Orchard Homes district, 22 percent, were farm managers or foremen, as 
compared with approximately 1 percent of women nationally and approximately 3 percent of 
women in the Mountain Region. According to Table 6, the percent of Orchard Homes females 
gainfully employed in an agricultural occupation was statically significant for each of the three 
occupation types at a .001 alpha level when compared with the females gainfully employed in 
agricultural occupations in the United States. A comparison between females gainfully employed 
in agricultural occupations in the Mountain region with Orchard Homes females gainfully 
employed in agricultural occupations was statistically significant at a .001 for both “Farm 
Managers and Foremen” and “Farm Laborers” and statistically significant at a.01 level for 
“Farmers”. Whereas the highest concentration of Orchard Homes women were farmers, the 
highest concentration of women in both the Mountain region and throughout the nation was in 
farm labor. Another contrasting trend was the percentage of Orchard Homes women who were 
farm managers and foremen as compared with women in the two comparison groups.
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Figure 10:Percent o f  Males Gainfully Employed in Agricultural Occupations,
by Occupation Type, the United States, Mountain Region, and the Orchard
Homes District, 1920
Source: 1920 U.S. Census o f Agriculture
Male Agricultural Occupations, 1920
Figure 10 compares the percent of ma’es gainfully employed in agricultural occupations 
in 1920, by occupation type, between the United States, the Mountain region, and the Orchard 
Homes District. A higher percentage of males in the Orchard Homes District, 84, worked as 
farmers as compared with those within the Mountain region, 62 percent, and the United States, 64 
percent. Accordingly , a lower percentage of Orchard Homes males, 14, were farm laborers, as 
compared with males in the Mountain Region, 37 percent, and the United States, 35 percent. 
According to Table 6, the percent of Orchard Homes males gainfully employed in an agricultural 
occupation was statically significant for each of the three occupation types at a .001 alpha level 
when compared with the females gainfully employ ed in agricultural occupations in both the
United States and the Mountain region. A higher percentage of Orchard Homes men were 
farmers and lower percentage were laborers than in the national and regional farming populations.
National Farming Population’s Response to the Country Life Movement
In Chapter Three, the Orchard Homes residents receptivity to the Country Life 
Movement was proven through their indoctrination of their community club as a Country Life 
Club, the Club’s activities, and participation in Agricultural Extension clubs and activities. The 
section will explore the response of the farming population targeted by the Country Life 
Commission. William Bowers looked to letters from farmers, editorial comment in farming 
journals, discussions of country life reform proposals and activities in the rural press, and 
statements by farm organizations or their representatives to gain a sense of the rural populace’s 
thoughts on issues pertaining to the Country Life Movement. Bowers concluded, that if the 
letters were valid criteria, there seemed to be many farmers who resented the rural uplift efforts of 
Country Life supporters.
Definition of the Farm Problem
In Chapter Two, the Country Life Commission described agricultural communities’ 
structure and lifestyle and recommended changes based on its definition of the farming problem.
It asserted that agricultural communities inability to retain its “good” farmers and farm labor 
resulted from the communities’ lack of modem conveniences and sanitation, social diversions, 
and intellectual stimulus; long workdays, and low pay. The Commission also connected farmers’ 
experiential farming methods and mono-cropping with the rise of poverty and tenancy. In this 
section, literature from David Danbom and William Bowers will be used to present the targeted 
agricultural communities’ definition of the farming problem and response to the Country Life
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Commission’s recommendations for school and church consolidation and participation in 
Agricultural Extension clubs and activities. I will argue that the targeted agricultural 
communities were not receptive to the Commission’s recommendations because compliance 
would require fundamental change of their community structure and lifestyle; in order for 
changes to be successfully implemented, the problems must be defined and administrated by the 
farming population.
According to Bowers, a widely held attitude was that what agriculture needed most was 
money; once this need was satisfied, farmers would be able to look out for their own uplift. One 
farmer who wrote Liberty Hyde Bailey during the time the Country Life Commission was 
carrying out its investigation believed that if the farmer could get justice, the social part would 
take care of itself. “The reason he does not provide for better sanitation, for better social 
privileges,” he argued was because “he does not get his due and cannot afford it” (Bowers 
1974:103). Although farm people expressed concern over the roads, schools, and churches; there 
is evidence that most of them believed that the real rural problem was economic, if indeed they 
thought that it was a serious problem at all. Because the Commission conducted its investigation 
during prosperous years on the farm, many fanners who replied to the circulars said they were 
happy with farm prices (Bowers 1974). The targeted farming population generally defined the 
farming problems in terms of economic inequality that resulted from discrimination by organized 
interests and middlemen.
To remedy abuses involving middlemen farmers advocated regulation of the railroad 
rates to make them more equitable, establishment of laws to reimburse shippers for losses due to 
rough handling of produce, and government ownership of the railroads. Other suggestions 
included farmers reducing the number of middlemen by dealing directly with wholesale firms or 
the elimination of middlemen through selling directly to consumers. Still other farmers proposed
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that the federal government control the trusts better, eliminate specialization in agricultural 
staples, repeal laws that put farmers at a disadvantage, and help farmers more efficiently market 
their products. Farmers across America enthusiastically developed marketing and purchasing 
associations once they realized that they could protect their interests against the harsher effects of 
the speculative price-and-market system (Bowers 1974). The farming population’s remedies 
aimed to regain their ability to directly market and distribute their goods. These farm people 
wanted equality in the marketplace.
While many country life reformers looked upon the concern about economic 
considerations as crass materialism, such views were nonsense to the men of the soil who tried to 
maintain a position in the economic race. One of Liberty Hyde Bailey’s farm correspondent’s 
comments embodied this idea. He said that some people might think the stress given the money­
making side of farming was sordid materialism, but it was foolish to talk about the ascetic side of 
life “when they are in a nip-and-tuck struggle” to keep “the wolf from the door” (Bowers 1974: 
104). These comments suggest that the country life reformers lacked actual roots in the workaday 
rural world and therefore were without real rapport with farmers. Because reformers were 
removed from immediate contact with the soil and not harassed by the difficulties that beset those 
in farming, they appeared urban and condescending to many farm people. Their advice, 
moreover, was unsolicited and given with self-assumed wisdom (Bowers 1974). I argue that 
farmers’ plea of economic equality in the marketplace appeared misdirected to the Country Life 
Commission because it represented an urban perspective of the situation.
The Rural Church
The most prominent and difficult stumbling blocks to reforming the rural church was the 
controversy over the appropriateness of the Social Gospel. The Social Gospel had originally been
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revised to revitalize urban churches by making them relevant to urban-industrial problems and the 
problems and duties of Christians in urban-industrial society. Social gospel solutions lacked 
relevance when applied to the comparatively individualistic and self-sufficient rural society.
Rural ministers were concerned that the rural church would lose its unique social role and divine 
mission if they followed the suggestions of Country Lifers. A Manhattan, Kansas minister 
cautioned in 1916, “To feed the flaming passion for big crops is not the task of the country 
church, and if it stoops to this it will ultimately become the farmer’s worst enemy” (Danbom 
1979:82). The Social Gospel was ineffective in motivating change in rural communities because 
it was designed to address the concerns and lifestyle characteristic of urban culture. Compliance 
with the Country Life Commission’s recommendations would require fundamental changes in the 
rural church’s role in the targeted agricultural communities.
In addition to refusing the role of economic leadership, the country church also rejected 
the suggestion that it become a community center offering to the rural neighborhood social 
leadership and recreation. Because rural ministers belonged primarily to fundamentalist sects that 
believed that enjoyable acts were probably sinful, they were more likely to battle things like 
dancing, card playing, and baseball than try to co-opt them. The idea that rural churches should 
consolidate to save themselves was ill received by rural parishioners. They seemed comfortable 
with their tiny churches, circuit-riding ministers, and primitive physical facilities. Also, 
denominationalism had a strong social significance in the country. The few churches that did 
consolidate often disintegrated due to disputes over property, ministers, doctrine, and 
denominational matters. Because the country church was a private institution that was almost 
completely self-controlled, it could only be modified voluntarily (Danbom 1979). This literature 
suggests that the Country Life Commission’s suggestion that the rural church become a social 
center was inappropriate considering rural minister’s stance on entertainment. Church
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consolidation was unwelcome and unsuccessful because it did not reflect the needs and priorities 
of the targeted farming population.
Although a large number of rural people who replied to the Country Life Commission’s 
questionnaire related poor roads to irregular church attendance and the resulting drift away from 
the church, the major reason given for the church’s dwindling numbers and vitality was the 
minister, indifferent and lacking in zeal. These rural people seemed to want a full-time minister, 
and ninety percent believed that farm communities could adequately support their churches.
Other reasons given for the country church’s decline were the sparse and poor population in some 
areas, fatigue and hard conditions of life, insufficient and inappropriate clothing for church going, 
and sectarian quarrels. Other reasons mentioned were the bigotry and worn out dogmas that 
could no longer attract men, and the minister and church’s attitudes toward the young, especially 
Sunday baseball, Saturday night dances, and the reading of the Sunday newspaper (Bowers 
1974). This literature suggests that dwindling church attendance could be attributed to factors 
other than the desire for a consolidated church, the Social Gospel, or church-sponsored social 
activities. The Country Life Commission definition of the rural church’s problems and 
corresponding recommendations reflected their own agenda of increasing food production, rather 
than the farming population’s perspective.
The Rural School
According to the literature, the fanning population’s response to the Country Life 
Commission’s recommendations for education reform was not monolithic. While some farm 
people were not receptive to the recommendations, other farmers agreed with the Commission’s 
evaluation and supported school consolidation and curriculum change.
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Resistance from the Farming Population
Although the yearnings of farm parents and schoolmen for practical training in common 
schools was voiced through organized farm groups, when the time came to instate the new 
curriculum, rural resistance was often sharp. The Movement’s definition of educational 
improvement seldom corresponded with farmers’ definition. Farmers tended to believe that the 
suggested courses were useless and wasteful. “Agriculture, domestic science, and industrial arts 
could all be learned at home as they always had been...” (Danbom 1979:77). Rural pride was 
undoubtedly wounded by the insinuation that the practical lessons of life were being taught 
imperfectly by the family. Because homemaking and farming were learned at home and central 
to daily life, rural people had difficulty viewing them in terms of education at all. “Education 
means ability to read, write, spell, and figure,” to rural people, noted a Wisconsin school official, 
and not the ability to plow, plant, cook, or sew” (Danbom 1979:77). Agricultural communities’ 
traditionally used formal education to supplement families’ socialization and education of their 
children. Compliance with the Country Life Commission’s recommendations that socialization 
be conducted within an academic institution would require fundamental changes in the targeted 
agricultural communities’ structure and lifestyle. The recommended curriculum reflected the 
Country Life Movement’s interest in industrializing agriculture rather than the agricultural 
communities’ priorities.
Country Lifers had expected local teachers and school officials to assume leadership in 
the renovation of school curriculum. This hope was not realized because most rural school 
teachers were unprepared to teach subjects like agriculture or domestic science, even if they had 
the facilities to do so. Iowa State Superintendent of Public Instruction, John Riggs, commented 
that it was unreasonable to expect large result where instructors have not been scientifically 
trained in these subjects. He added that not one of the hundred Iowa teachers had received such
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training (Danbom 1979 77). Country schoolteachers often were unwilling to become leaders in 
curricular reform. Because they were isolated the main currents of educational thoughts and 
lacked the sophistication of progressive educators, rural educators often doubted the utility of the 
new courses or viewed them as threats to themselves (Danbom 1979). Rural teachers were not 
trained to teach the courses recommended by the Country Life Commission.
Urban educators knew that the consolidation of schools must precede before progress 
could be made in curricular reform. Through consolidation, better-trained, more professional 
teachers, removed from community control, could work under a rationalized, graded system that 
would allow them to specialize. One of the primary reasons that rural people opposed 
consolidation was its cost. Farmers not only feared an increase in taxes, but also feared that the 
school’s removal from the neighborhood would cause their property to depreciate. Rural people 
were most concerned that rural consolidation would mean the loss of local control and would 
undermine the rural neighborhood. After consolidation, rural schools would be controlled by 
appointed officials or control shared with other, perhaps incompatible neighborhoods.
Sometimes men and women on school boards loathed giving up power and prestige they were 
entitled to in those positions (Bowers 1974). Teachers feared that consolidation would bring 
higher professional standards and cost them their jobs. There were, of course, teachers who 
attempted to press for consolidation, but their powerlessness and hostile public sentiment 
frustrated their efforts (Danbom 1979). Through school consolidation, local school boards would 
lose their ability to adapt the curriculum to meet local needs. I argue that consolidation reflected 
the Country Life Commission’s desire to standardize and control the knowledge taught to farm 
children instead of the farming communities’ priorities.
Although farmers have held a sentimental devotion to education in theory, they have 
often been hostile in practice due to the high economic value of children on the farm. As a result,
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many farmers opposed efforts to change the rural school, especially those aimed at lengthening 
the school year and extending the time spent getting a formal education. Often resistance to 
school consolidation manifested itself in objection to free transportation, which was indispensable 
to the consolidated school. Some rural people, mostly women, objected against the long trips in 
the wagons, the waiting periods at crossroads in cold weather, the possibility of improper 
conversations and immoral acts, and the undesirable drivers who would corrupt children with 
their smoking and profanity (Bowers 1974). The targeted farming population’s opposition to 
school consolidation also came from the possible economic and moral impacts that could result 
from the restructuring.
Despite a handful of successes, it was evident to educators by the mid-teens that the 
attempt to reform rural school through volunteerism had failed. The Country Lifers justified their 
increasing attraction to compulsion by concluding that rural people did not understand the world 
or their place in it well enough to perceive, even with the aid of educators and their missionaries, 
its needs and their own needs. States passed laws requiring or otherwise inducing instruction in
agriculture and homemaking; the federal government joined in that effort with the Smith-Hughes
)
Act of 1917 (Danbom 1979). When rural people failed to comply with the Country Life 
Commission’s recommendations, the United States government instated legislation in an effort to 
force compliance. Education was one of the few realms that the Government could use 
legislative power as a tool to enforce changes from which it would benefit.
Support from the Farming Population
On the other hand, a large number of farmers did charge that the rural school was the 
chief ailment of country life. Out of the two hundred groups who held “school house meetings”, 
as suggested by the Country Life Commission, approximately ninety-five percent considered their
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inadequate. A tabulation of the second question on the Commission’s circular, “Are the schools 
in your neighborhood training boys and girls satisfactorily for life on the farm?” revealed that 
sixty percent of the 53,468 farmers and their wives responded “no”. Because there is no way to 
know whether those attending schoolhouse meetings or replying to the questionnaires were 
typical of the rural farming population, these statistics may not be genuine (Bowers 1974).
Farmers who criticized rural teachers and school for failure to inoculate country life 
values into students advocated a program that emphasized nature study and scientific agriculture 
as part of the teachers’ preparation. Other farmers urged the creation of special agricultural 
schools that were funded by the state and federal governments. Still others believed that 
attendance, especially during the winter months, should be compulsory for rural youth. One 
agriculturist declared that it was the farmers’ insistence that youth leave school at an early age to 
do manual labor on the farm, with its implication that one only needs to know how to read and 
write to successfully farm, that has caused so many farm boys to shun agriculture (Bowers 1974). 
This literature suggests that some farming people recognized some of the same deficiencies as the 
Country Life Commission. Possibly it was the targeted farming population’s general resistance 
was directed at the Commission’s remedies rather than the condition’s existence.
Community
Many farmers acknowledged that their rural life was deficient in social and cultural 
advantages. The country’s lack of social spirit can be attributed to a variety of causes: poor roads 
which kept people at home, lack of telephones, trolleys, and automobiles; the disappearance of 
young people, who were catalysts, from rural communities, clannishness, which allowed for visits 
with family, but impeded social gatherings with neighbors, and farmers’ materialism, which kept 
them busy pursuing the dollar. Responses to questions concerning farmers’ organizational,
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recreational, and social life collected during the Commission’s inquiry reveal that probably fewer 
than a third of the farm population belonged to an organization of any kind. Farmers apparently 
agreed with reformers that they needed more recreation, but their problem was finding time for it 
when they worked almost constantly to make a success of farming. Moreover, it is questionable 
that elaborate programs such as story telling, lecture, reading clubs, literary meetings, plays, and 
games would provide much relief from the physical weariness so common to farming in that time 
period. Some rural people recognized that farm people did not have enough good literature, art, 
or music in their lives (Bowers 1974). By nature, farming people were not motivated or 
interested in establishing community organizations. To comply with the Country Life 
Commission’s recommendation for economic and social organization would require the 
abandonment of one aspect of the targeted agricultural communities’ lifestyle.
Agricultural Extension
The county farm and home demonstration agent system was institutionalized through the 
Smith Lever Act. Extension supporters envisioned that agents would reorganize rural society, 
instruct children in the ways of advanced agriculture, and make scientific farmers and 
homemakers out of their parents (Danbom 1979). The Country Life Commission believed in 
Agricultural Extension’s ability to teach the farming population how to live according to an 
industrial version of “rurality”. As with the Commission’s recommendations for school reform, 
the targeted farming population’s response was not monolithic.
Resistance from the Farming Population
According to Danbom, agricultural extension agents’ initial problem was in interesting 
farmers in the participating in extension clubs and activities. Businessmen and bankers had been
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much more important than farmers in securing the 1917 Smith-Lever Act, through which the 
Agricultural Extension program was institutionalized. Farmers’ interest in reform was aimed at 
the banks, middlemen, railroads, and the trusts of industrial cities, where farmers believed the 
source for most of the nation’s problems could be found. The Smith-Lever Act implied that both 
the farmers’ problems and the nation’s problem arose in the country and were directly or 
indirectly caused by the inefficiency of agriculture. Many farmers were unenthusiastic about the 
bill and failed to perceive it as reform. Many others were not even aware of the Cooperative 
Extension program (1979). This literature reiterates that the Country Life Commission’s 
definition of the farming problem reflected an urban perspective rather than the viewpoint of the 
target farming population.
Farmers perceived agents as foot soldiers of scientific agriculture and most were
distrustful of science or felt threatened by it when it was applied to farming (Danbom 1979).
Because they were ignorant of the advances in applied sciences and concerned with efficiency,
' #
farmers were suspicious of reformers interested in scientific agriculture due to their concern with 
conservation and scientific management of resources. Bowers concluded that much of this 
suspicion probably stemmed from accustomed dependence upon intuition and personal insight. 
But even when government sponsored innovations worked in the neighborhood, farmers were 
slow to adopt them, contending that the government backed experiments with capital that was not 
available to the farmer who tried the experiment and failed. Rural conservatism was confirmed 
when experiments did fail, proved too expensive for farmers to copy, too complex for farmers to 
understand, or when agents gave bad advice. Old farming methods did return crops, and while 
they did not always yield large crops, neither did they often lead to failure. Seaman Knapp, the 
pioneer in demonstration farming, found it necessary to work through businessmen, merchant, 
and bankers, who practically forced scientific farming onto agriculturists by threatening to 
withhold credit unless they agreed to use progressive techniques (1974). The Country Life
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Commission wanted farmers to replace their experiential farming methods with scientific farming 
methods. I argue that compliance with the Commission’s recommendations would entail 
abandonment of the targeted fanning population’s way of understanding the world around them.
Already distrustful of scientific agriculture, farmers were bound to be offended when 
different farming methods were suggested by people they believed had no practical experience. 
Farmers’ resistance to adopting scientific principles was another manifestation of rural hostility 
toward ideas that they thought were concocted by urban men not familiar with the realities of 
actual farming (Bowers 1974). A Minnesota farmer complained that “We now have a young man 
saddled on us, at an expense of about $3,000 per year, to tell us how to farm,- while he sits in a 
livery rig to do it” (Danbom 1979). Farm women were even more offended than their husbands 
by outside advisors and gave home demonstration agents a frosty reception. One Wisconsin farm 
wife asked, “I am wondering what that Department of Agriculture proposes to do for us... 
perhaps they may send out some city women to teach us how to cook. We will resent that” 
(Danbom 1979:88). Home agents faced sharp rebuffs in their attempts to enlighten farm women 
on the modern ways of diet, health, sanitation, cooking, cleaning, canning, and child rearing 
(Danbom 1979). Because the Country Life Commission’s evaluation and recommendations 
originated from outside agricultural communities, farming people were not receptive to the 
Commission’s uninvited advice. The Government did not invest energy into evaluating rural 
communities until industrialization created an increased demand for food.
Getting rural people to organize was not easy. Racial, ethnic, sectarian, political, social, 
neighborhood differences, and poor communication worked against organization. The farmer’s 
self-centemess, social awkwardness, and lack of interest in socially or economically active 
organizations created difficulties for many of the early agricultural extension agents. Another 
problem agents faced was finding local people willing or able to lead the county farm
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organizations. This reflects on the fact that farmers were self-conscious individualists who were 
unwilling to be followers (Danbom 1979). As previously stated, the targeted farming 
population’s independence reflected their history, culture, and lifestyle. Organization would 
entail a fundamental change in these agricultural communities’ social nature.
Some farmers felt that the Extension program was a waste of money. One farmer, 
writing in Outlook magazine in 1909, estimated that not more than “half of one percent” of the 
farmers in his state were in touch with the state agricultural college and experiment station. 
Although he believed that Extension was providing some services to farmers, it had squandered 
millions of dollars in distributing seeds, which might have been better spent on selecting, grading, 
and cleaning of seeds. Farm organizations were also unhappy with the state agricultural colleges 
and the state and federal departments of agriculture. The Wisconsin Society of Equity described 
the state agricultural college as “a cold storage institution of dead languages and useless learning 
which costs several millions of bushels of wheat each year” (Bowers 1974:106). A reoccurring 
grievance of farm organizations was that the agricultural colleges and departments of agriculture 
were too concerned with efficiency of production as a means of bettering the farmers’ marketing 
when they should be working to solve farm marketing and distribution problems. Farm 
organizations viewed the stress on production as detrimental because it created surplus, which 
lowered farm prices (Bowers 1974). The Agricultural Extension program and agricultural 
schools and colleges did not reflect the priorities and perspective of the targeted farming 
population.
Support from the Farming Population
According to Bowers, not all farmers were technologically reactionary, nor was it 
necessary to force them into using scientific principles. Some used the same rhetoric as Liberty
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Hyde Bailey and country life reformers. They stressed proper appreciation of the soil and urged 
that a portion of the produce be returned to the soil to retain its fertility. To these people, 
preservation of the land’s fertility not only represented efforts to combat waste and inefficiency 
through scientific resource management, but was also a moral obligation (Bowers 1974). Even in 
the poorest counties, a few farmers could be found who believed that agriculture was primitive 
and needed to become efficient and organized. There were farmers who were scientifically 
organized and eager for advice. Serious doubts about the federal government’s efforts did not 
prevent farmers from calling on agents for help when they were threatened by individual 
problems of production (Danbom 1979). This literature suggests that there were segments of the 
targeted farming population who were receptive to the Country Life Movement’s ideology, 
among the rest who were not receptive to the proposed changes.
Chapter Summary
The scale and structure of Orchard Homes farms is significantly different than farms 
throughout the nation and the Mountain region. In order for the agricultural communities 
targeted by the Country Life Commission to comply with its recommendations for structural 
change, these communities’ structures must fundamentally change. A higher percentage of 
Orchard Homes residents were employed in nonagricultural occupations than the national and 
regional farming population. The value of Orchard Homes farmers’ dwellings and buildings was 
significantly higher than those in the two comparison groups. The Orchard Homes District has a 
higher value due to its close proximity, yet separation from Missoula.
While some segments of the farming population recognized the need for improvement in 
their communities, they were not receptive to the Country Life Commission’s efforts because the 
farming problem and remedies were defined from an modern perspective. The targeted farming
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population generally defined the farming problem as the discrimination and inequalities created 
by the industrial economic system. The Commission’s definition of the farming problem and 
recommendations reflected its agenda of increasing food production. These communities were 
not receptive to the Commission’s recommendations for social restructuring because compliance 
would require fundamental changes in their community structure and lifestyle.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion
In Chapter One, I introduced Michael Bell’s concept of the ecological dialogue. 
Ecological dialogue refers to the mutual interaction between material conditions and ideas. I used 
the ecological dialogue concept as an approach to understand the Orchard Homes District’s 
residents’ receptivity to the Country Life Movement’s ideology and the reasons that the 
Movement developed. The Orchard Homes District attracted people who identified with small 
scale, diversified, scientific farming. Within the Country Life Commission’s Report on Rural 
Life, it consistently deemed its modernized version of “rurality” as technically and morally 
superior to the “rurality” already existing in the agricultural communities that it targeted. In this 
logic, so called “progressive” farmers utilized scientific agricultural knowledge to increase food 
production on the land already under cultivation and secure year-round labor. Such farmers also 
modernized their homes to provide conveniences to agricultural labor and intellectual and cultural 
stimulation to the family. They diversified and rotated crops to prevent the depletion of soil 
fertility, which allowed farmers to be more profitable. In the Country Life Movement’s ideology, 
these farmers worked together to protect their interests and farm more efficiently. The developers 
of the Orchard Homes District, Dismore and Cobban, mimicked these ideas from the 
Commission’s rhetoric in their advertisement literature. They spoke of farmers who intensively 
grew a diversity of crops and kept a variety of animals on small plots as superior to farmers 
extensively growing cash crops on large plots. The Orchard Homes District was presented to 
potential buyers as a place where people could economically protect themselves from market 
fluctuations or earn retirement income through small-scale farming. Participation in the 
Agricultural Extension clubs and activities would allow Orchard Homes residents to learn how to 
make more money off of their crops.
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Many of the Orchard Homes residents, including those quoted in the 1929 Orchard 
Homes Survey, moved to the District to find this “country” lifestyle to raise children on a hobby 
farm without losing the amenities of living in a city. The Country Life Movement’s rhetoric calls 
for the restructuring of country life in order preserve it. Participation in socially-oriented 
agricultural extension clubs and activities allowed residents to help preserve “rural life”, as the 
Country Life Commission perceived it, by learning how to preserve food, grow gardens, and 
create clothes. These activities also allowed residents to be economically self-sufficient, 
exemplifying ecological dialogue.
The development of the Country Life Movement exemplifies ecological dialogue. As 
noted in Michael Bell (1998), Fredrich Engles observed the way a truth-like reverence was linked
!
with the capitalist-free market system in the early twentieth century. Country Life Movement 
supporters believed that the advancement of capitalism was inevitable. The Country Life 
Commission’s recommendations only gave farmers the option to embrace modern capitalism.
Their recommendations outlined ways that agricultural communities could adjust to capitalism 
and protect their interests in the new system, since the system was not going to be challenged.
The Country Life Commission’s interest in agricultural communities’ structure and lifestyle was 
its way to industrialization of agriculture. But they did not focus on other conditions or 
problems, such as the injustices and discriminations created by the new industrial economic 
system, because they did were not directly relevant to the Movement’s goal of increasing food 
production.
In Chapter One of this thesis, I also note how Marc Mormont (1990) questioned the 
existence of the “rural” and “urban” dichotomy. Mormont used historical examples from 
Belgium to illustrate the creation of rurality for the sake of the Catholic Church’s interest.
Mormont found the distinction between “rural” and “urban” to be paradoxical. The Catholic
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Church’s perception of “rurality” assumed a common “rural” identity between agricultural 
communities and residents’ full participation in community affairs. According to Mormont, these 
were not attributes of pre-industrial society. The creation of this harmonious “rurality” served to 
retain the Church’s societal role in the midst of political strife. In the same way, I argue that the 
Country Life Movement’s modernized “rurality” was created to serve its supporters’ interests in 
creating a social system to industrialize agriculture. The modernized “rurality” contrasted with
the structure and lifestyle of the farming communities targeted by the Movement.
I
According to Mormont, the discipline of rural sociology reinforced the distinct existence 
of “rural” and “urban” through its designation of “rural” communities as its subject matter. The 
distinction was supported by observers’ viewpoints. In the same way, I argue that the Country 
Life Commission’s observations and recommendations reinforced the dichotomy by contrasting 
the existing “rurality” with a modernized “rurality” linked to its interest in industrializing 
agriculture. I argue that communities work in an integrated system between rural and urban 
lifestyles. Some provide the raw materials and others provide the processed goods. Although the 
Orchard Homes residents maintained a distinct “rural” identity, their lives were economically and 
socially intertwined with an urban community, Missoula, Montana.
Also in Chapter One, I refer to David Held’s (1980) interpretation of Jurgan Habermas’ 
theory on political life. According to Held, Habermas linked governmental intervention in the 
1700’s to the protection of the advancement of capitalism. He thought that the media was 
transformed to advocate policy supporting governmental interests rather to than facilitate public 
critique of policy. Habermas also noted that science also served the goals of capitalism. It was 
presented as the only effective way to solve the economic and social problems. I contend that the 
Country Life Movement parallels these trends. The United States government used policy and 
governmental programs to address its desire for an increased supply of food. Because the frontier
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was closed, additional land could not be opened up for cultivation. Therefore, the only way to 
prevent the collapse of urban industrialism was to industrialize agriculture. Science was viewed 
as the only method for efficiently increasing food production. It was socially legitimated through 
the establishment of land grant universities, experiment stations, and the agricultural extension 
system.
According to Held (1980), Jurgan Habermas observed the disintegration of the public 
sphere as capitalism advanced. He said that as the media was increasingly used to support the 
government’s ideas, the public was no longer able to critique policy. In this aspect, the Country 
Life Movement does not represent Habermas’ theories. Although the Country Life Movement 
was institutionalized in 1909, it was not successful in industrializing agriculture until World War
I. At that time, a segment of the farming population industrialized in order to take advance of the 
unending demand for food. The remaining farmers were needed to follow suit in order to 
compete. Prior to that time, the farming population did formally speak out through farming 
organizations, such as the Grange. Habermas also did not recognize these avenues for critique.
Because this thesis was focused on events occurring between 1900 and 1930, it was not 
the goal to investigate the Orchard Homes current economic and social structure. Yet, over 
ninety years after its establishment, the Orchard Homes Country Life Club continues to exist and 
meet regularly. During my interviews, I learned this group is the last Country Life Club in the 
United States. Although Missoula sprawl has enveloped the Orchard Homes District, it has not 
been incorporated into the city. During my second interview with Otto Benson Jr., he told me 
that residents continue to perceive the Orchard Homes District to be a “rural” community. The 
Club continues to operate under the original doctrine pertaining to the Country Life 
Commission’s doctrine. What is the current role of the Orchard Homes Country Life Club?
What are the residents’ current perception of rurality? Do they continue to identify with the
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Country Life Movement’s ideology? Why is it currently important to them to remain a distinct 
community?
The connections between the Country Life Movement and contemporary alternative 
farming would prove to be very interesting and valuable. The Country Life Movement advocated 
for the growth of industrialized agriculture, yet it also embodied ideas about localizing industries 
and increases economic self-sufficiency in order for rural communities to survive. On one hand, 
the Country Life Commission chose to define the farming problem in terms of rural communities’ 
traditional characteristics rather than the result of the new industrial economic system. The 
Movement focused its efforts on convincing agricultural communities to replace their lifestyle, 
culture, and community structure with a version of “rurality’ that would facilitate the 
industrialization of agriculture. Policy and governmental programs were used to wield these 
changes. On the other hand, the Commission’s recommendations pertaining to the protection of 
farmers’ interests, such as diversified farming, crop rotation, establishment of local industries and 
farmer cooperatives; are resbnant in current movements centered around sustainable agriculture 
and rural development. It would interesting for a researcher to explore the relationship between 
the Country Life Commission’s recommendations and image of farmers with present day efforts 
toward involving capitalism and agriculture and its critics in the form of advocates for a 
sustainable agriculture and regional economies.
Although the Country Life Movement technically ended with the disbanding of the 
Country Life Commission, its ideology lives on through other organizations and policies. When 
examining the contemporary structure of agriculture, it is obvious that the Movement’s goal of 
industrializing agriculture succeeded. Contemporary agricultural policy has serious implications 
for not only American farmers, but farmers and rural people in all the world’s countries. Who is 
benefiting from the continued industrialization, now globalization, of agriculture? What
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environmental, health, and social impacts is the public forced to deal with as a result of these 
policy decisions? Do contemporary agricultural policies represent the farming populations and 
other sub-populations’ perspectives? Is the public truly given a choice about the advancement of 
global industrialism? Does the media facilitate public critique of policy or is it a tool for 
powerful interest groups to socially legitimize perspectives linked with their interests? What 
channels are other available for the public to speak back to policy? In other words, ask yourself 
rurality for whom?
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Appendix X.X: Interview with Emma Khul, October 200X
History of the Orchard Homes District...
What was it like to grow up in Orchard Homes? What kind of things were going on?
So far I haven’t been able to locate detailed information about the establishment of the Orchard 
Homes District. Are you familiar with whom developed the area and where the residents 
generally came from, meaning out-of-state versus in-state? What brought them to the area? 
Were they horticulturists?
From what I understand the area was intended to be a place for families to live and grow fruit on 
a small scale. Is this right? How long has fruit been harvested from these orchards? Do you 
know what the land was used for before it was developed? Farming?
Through my research, I discovered that Orchard Homes used to be a suburb of Missoula. What 
was the relationship between the district and Missoula? Did the people living in Orchard Homes 
consider themselves to be “rural”?
Joining the Country Life Movement...
Why did people decide to join the Country Life Movement?
What attracted Orchard Homes residents to officially join the Country Life Movement? Were 
there any people in the community who didn’t support the Movement’s ideas or efforts? What 
percentage of the community, in general, would you say were involved in the Club?
Club Activities...
What kinds of activities did the Club sponsor?
The newspaper articles repeated spoke of the Club’s social activities. What type of events were 
heavily attended by residents? What role did these socials play in the community?
1 2 2
In one of the Missoulian articles, Mrs. Shannon mentioned that the Club fought for a county 
agent. Are you familiar with the history of the Club’s relationship to the agricultural extension 
program? Did the Club ever host meetings in which extension agents or home demonstration 
agents shared information with residents?
I read that farmers meetings were sometimes held at the Clugb. Did you ever attend one of those 
meetings? Did your family grow fruit?
I also read that the Club fought to have more than a one-room schoolhouse and to obtain bus 
service for the high school students. When Hawthorne changed to include eight grades, did the 
curriculum change as well? What did it entail?
Would you say that religion/church attendance was important to the community/ Were many 
churches located in the District? Was the Club connected with any particular church?
Final Questions...
Did life change for residents after the Club was established? If so, in what ways?
Do you know where I might find, if they exist, minutes for meetings before 1930 and a map 
showing the relationship of Orchard Homes to Missoula during that period?
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Appendix 1.2: Interview with Otto Benson Jr. and Anne Benson, May 2002
What were the goals of the Country Life Movement?
I am interested how and why the Orchard Homes community connected with the goals of 
the Country Life Movement during the 1920’s and 1930’s. Why did residents decide to join the 
Orchard Homes Country Life Club? Were these reasons shared throughout the community?
The Movement centered around the restructuring of agricultural communities’ 
social and economic institutions. Some of the main objectives were consolidation of rural 
schools and churches and developing their social role in the community, increasing efficiency 
through the application of science to agriculture, diversified farming, modernization of the home, 
community preservation through clubs. To what degree do you feel that the community 
supported and worked to implement these recommendations? Why do you think this was 
important?
What is your definition of “rural”? Would you define the Orchard Homes District during 
the 1920’s and 1930’s as “rural”? If so, in which ways? Was Orchard Homes a distinct 
community from Missoula?
What role did the Club play in the community?
In the agricultural Extension agent’s logbooks from 1927 to 1931, there are many records 
of Orchard Homes community members participation in clubs and activities, such as poultry 
tours, canning clubs, clothing clubs, nutrition clubs, dairy clubs, 4-H clubs. Do you have a sense 
of why people participated in these clubs and activities?
What other information or stories can you share with me to learn more about the Country 
Life Movement in general and the specific ways in occurred in the Orchard Homes?
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Appendix 2.2: 1920 United States Census cf Agriculture Regional Typology
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Appendix 3: Operational Definitions from the United States Census of Agriculture, 1920 
and 1930
Table 3.1: Operational Definitions, 1930 Census of Agriculture
Variable Subcategory Operational Definition
Crop land Crop land harvested 
in 1929
Pasture land
Crop failure
Idle or fallow land 
Plowable pasture
Woodland pasture
Other pasture
Woodland not used 
for pasture 
All other land in 
farms
Value of farm Land and buildings
All farm buildings
All land from which cultivated crops were 
harvested, all land from which hay was cut 
(including wild hay cute within the limits of the 
farm), and all land in small fruits, orchards, 
vineyards, gardens, nurseries, and greenhouses.
A given acreage was counted but once, even 
though two or more crops were harvested from it 
(1930: 24).
Land from which no crop was harvested in 1929 
because of crop failure or destruction from any 
cause, including drought, flood, insect, or disease 
(1930: 24).
Crop land which was lying idle or which was in 
cultivated summer fallow in 1929 (1930:24).
Land used only for pasture in 1929, which could 
have been plowed and used for crops without 
clearing, draining, or irrigating (1930:24). 
Woodland used for pasture at any time during
1929. (Woodland pasture includes all farm wood 
lots or timber tracts, natural or planted, and cut- 
overland with young growth; but excludes 
chaparral and woody shrubs.) (1930:24).
All land used for pasture in 1929, which was not 
included under plowable or woodland pasture 
(1930:24).
All woodland included in farm acreage, but not 
pastured in 1929 (1930:24).
All rough, swampy, or waste lands not in forest, 
pasture, crops; and also the land occupied by 
buildings, barnyards, feed lots, roads, ditches, etc. 
(1930:24).
The farmer was asked to report the total value of 
his farm (land and buildings), including all the 
land which he operated for himself or managed 
for others. He was asked to give the current 
market value- that is, the amount for which the 
farm would sell under market conditions, not at 
forced sale.
Farmers were asked to give their closest 
approximation of the all farm buildings’ value 
(1930:28).______________________________ __
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Table 3.1: Operational Definitions for Variables Taken from the 1930 Census of 
Agriculture (continued)_______________________________________________
Value of farm 
(continued)
Livestock
Land Use
Farmer’s Dwelling
Farm Implements and 
Machinery
Poultry
Hogs
Dairy Cows
Horses
Alfalfa
Tree fruits (Land in 
Orchards)
Vegetables Harvested For 
Sale
Farmers were asked to give their closest 
approximation of their dwellings’ value 
(1930:28).
Includes the combined value of automobiles, 
trucks, tractors, tools, wagons, harnesses 
combines, apparatus for cider making, grape 
juice, and sirup, and for drying fruits, and all 
other farm machinery. The value of commercial 
mills and factories located on the farm are not 
included (1930:28).
Includes the number of chickens over three 
months old (1930: 680).
Includes bom since January 1, 1930, sows and 
gilts that have farrowed since January 1 or will 
farrow before June 1, 1930; and other hogs and 
pigs bom before January 1,1930 (1930: 595).
All cows were divided into ten classes. The cows 
and heifers 2 years and over were divided into 
those “kept mainly for beef production” and 
those “kept mainly for milk production” 
(1930:574).
Includes horses in 1929 (1930:562).
Acreage cut for hay in 1929 (1930:778).
Includes acreage in fruit orchards, vineyards, and 
planted nut trees. This category does not include 
wild pecans (1930: 839).
Includes artichokes, asparagus, beans (snap or 
string), beans, lima (green), beets, broccoli, 
brussel sprouts, cabbages, cantaloupes and 
muskmelons, carrots, cauliflowers, celery, 
collards, com, sweet; cucumber, eggplant, 
escarole, horseradish, kale, lettuce, okra (gumbo), 
onions (dry), onions (green), parsley, parsnips, 
peas (green), peppers (including pimentos), 
pumpkins, radishes, rhubarb, spinach, squashes, 
tomatoes, turnips, watermelons, mixed 
vegetables, other vegetables (1930:803-811)
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Table 3.2: Operational Definitions, 1920 Census o f Agriculture
Trade or profession 
Industry
Agricultural occupation 
Nonagricultural occupation 
Farmer
Farm manager or foreman 
Farm laborer
Operational definition_______________ ________________
The entry should be either (1) the occupation pursued- that is, the 
word or words which most accurately indicate the particular kind 
of work done by which the person enumerated earns money or a 
money equivalent. The entry none should be made in the case of 
all person who follow no gainful occupation.
The name of the industry, business, or the place in which this 
person works.
A person in charge of a farm, whether he owns it or operates it as 
a tenant, renter, or cropper.
A person who manages a farm for someone else for wages or a 
salary.
A person who works on a farm for someone else, but not as a 
manager, tenant, or cropper.______________________________
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Appendix 4: William Bower’s Country Life Leadership Sample
Name________________ Occupation or Position_______Association with Movement
Bailey, Liberty H.
Barrett, Charles S.
Benson, Oscar H.
Betts, George H. 
Bralley Francis M.
Brickler, Garland A.
Brittain, Marion L.
Bruere, Robert W.
Burkett, Charles W.
Butterfield, Kenyon L.
Buttrick, Wallace
Carney, Mabel
Carver, Thomas N. 
Casson, Herbert N. 
Cattell, James M.
Claxton, P.P.
Collingwood, H.W.
Coulter, John L.
Crosby, Dick J.
Cubberly, Ellwood P. 
Curtis, Henry S.
Davenport, Eugene
Earp, Edwin L. 
Eastman, Fred 
Eyerly, Elmer K.
Director, States Agricultural 
College, New York
President of Farmers’ Union
County Superintendent of 
Schools
Professor of Psychology 
State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction (Texas)
Educator
State Superintendent of 
Schools (Georgia)
Author; social worker
Editor
Agricultural educator; rural 
sociologist
Secretary General Education 
Board
Teacher, normal school
Professor economics 
Editor, free-lance writer 
Editor
Professor of education 
Editor
Professor rural economics
Agricultural educator; USDA 
expert
Professor of education 
Author; lecturer
Dean, College of Agriculture 
(Illinois)
Sociologist
Clergyman
Agricultural Educator; 
administrator
Member, Country Life 
Commission; books; articles; 
conferences 
Member, Country Life 
Commission; conferences 
Boys-girls extension work; books; 
articles
Book on rural schools, conferences 
Conferences; pamphlets
Books on rural schools; articles;
survey of rural church
Books on farming; editor, American
Agriculturist
Member, Country Life
Commission; books; articles;
conferences
Articles; supported extension work 
of Knapp and others 
Book on rural schools; articles, 
conferences
Articles; books; conferences 
Books; articles
Articles; editorials on agricultural 
science in Popular Science and 
Scientific American 
Articles; conferences, promoted 
rural school improvement 
Supported scientific agriculture in 
his journal, Rural New Yorker 
Book on farmer cooperation; 
articles; conferences 
Bulletins; circulars; conferences
Books on rural school; articles 
Book on rural recreation; articles; 
conferences
Articles on scientific agriculture; 
conferences
Book on rural church; surveys
Articles; surveys
Articles on scientific agriculture
Books on rural schools; editor, 
Rural Educator, conferences 
Articles; conferences
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Fiske, George W. 
Foght, Harold W. 
Gaplin, Charles J. 
Gates, Frederick T. 
Gillette, John M. 
Glenn, John M.
Gray, Lewis C. 
Hamilton, John
Harger, Charles M.
Harris, Benjamin F.
Hays, Willet M. 
Herrick, Myron T. 
Hibbard, Benjamin H. 
Hill, James J.
Holmes, George K.
Holt, Hamilton
Houston, David F.
Hurd, William D.
Johnson, David B.
Kern, Ollie J.
Knapp, Seaman A.
Lubin, David
Lull, Herbert G. 
Mann, Albert R.
Dean, Oberlin Graduate 
School of Theology 
Agricultural educator
Professor of rural sociology
Business manager, Rockefeller
Foundation
Rural sociologist
Director, Russell Sage 
Foundation
Professor of economics 
Farm Institute worker, USD A 
expert 
Editor
Banker
Assistant Secretary of 
Agriculture, USDA expert 
Lawyer; public servant
Professor of rural economics
Railroad President
USDA statistician
Editor
Educator, Secretaiy of 
Agriculture 
Agricultural educator
Educator, normal school
County superintendent of 
schools (Illinois) 
Agricultural educator
Businessman
Educator, normal school 
Agricultural educator
Book on country life; articles; 
conferences
Book on rural school; articles; 
conferences
Book on rural life; articles; 
conferences
Book on rural school; supported 
agricultural extension work 
Books on rural sociology; articles; 
conferences
Supported work investigating rural 
church conditions; supported 
Country Life Commission 
Articles
Articles, conferences
Many articles, editorials on country 
life conditions
Articles, conferences; chairman, 
Commission on Agriculture; 
Bankers’ Association 
Articles, conferences, worked for 
agriculture courses in high schools 
Book on rural credits; worked for 
passage of rural credits legislation 
Books, articles on land, tenancy 
problems; conferences 
Book; articles; conferences, 
promoted scientific agriculture 
Articles; conferences; delegate to 
International Institute of 
Agriculture, Rome 
Editorials in Independent supporting 
all phases of movement 
Articles; gave some support while 
head of Department of Agriculture 
Articles, conferences, agricultural 
extension work
Articles; conferences, promoted 
agricultural work in normal schools 
Book on rural school; articles; boys- 
girls club work
Articles, pioneered agricultural 
extension work
Promoted International Institute of 
Agriculture, Rome 
Articles on rural school problems 
Articles; conferences; promoted 
scientific agriculture
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McFarland J. Horace
McKeever, William A.
Monahan, Arthur C.
Morse, Herman N. 
Myrick, Herbert
Nelson, William L.
Nourse, Edwin G. 
Ousley, Clarence
Page, Walter H.
Pinchot, Gifford 
Plunkett, Sir Horace
Poe, Clarence H.
Powell, Edward P.
Price, Homer C. 
Quick, J. Herbert
Robinson, Leonard G.
Roosevelt, Theodore
Rosenwald, Julius
Rossiter, William S.
Rumely, Edward A,
Scudder, Myron T.
Sears, Jesse B.
Articles; books on country life; 
conferences; lectures 
Book on rural boys and girls; 
promoted boys-girls work 
Bulletins; articles, surveys; 
conferences
Articles; country church work 
Articles; book on cooperative 
finance
Articles; surveys, conferences
Printer
Editor; teacher
Education expert, Bureau of
Education
Clergyman
Editor; president, Orange Judd 
Company
Assistant Secretary of 
Agriculture (Missouri); 
Congressman
Professor of rural economics 
Editor
Editor, publisher, public 
servant
Forester
Irish baron
Editor
Journalist
Professor of rural economics 
Editor, author
Agricultural economist; banker
President of the United States
Merchant, philanthropist
Clerk, Census Bureau; 
publisher
Manufacturer; educator 
Professor of education 
Professor of education
Articles; conferences 
Editorial support; served on 
government committee studying 
rural co-ops in Europe, 1913 
Member, Country Life 
Commission; articles; editorials; 
worked with General Education 
Board, Rockefeller Foundation 
Member, Country Life 
Commission; many activities to 
promote efficiency in country life 
Articles; book on American rural 
life; similar activities in Ireland; 
credited with originating Country 
Life Commission 
Articles; editorials in Progressive 
Farmer, conferences; served on 
government commission on 
agriculture
Many articles on country life- many 
published in Independent 
Articles, conferences 
Articles; editorials in Farm and 
Fireside; conferences 
Worked with Jewish agricultural ' 
groups; articles; conferences 
Appointed Country Life 
Commission; articles; addresses 
Gave money to support agricultural 
extension work
Articles on rural population matters
Articles; inventions; started 
Interlaken School 
Book; articles on rural recreation; 
conferences
Articles on rural education
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Shaw, Adele Marie
Shaw, Albert
Spillman, William J. 
Sprague, Robert J. 
Stockbridge, H.E.
Stowe, Lyman B. 
True, Alfred C.
Van Norman, H.E.
Vogt, Paul L.
Vrooman, Carl B.
Wallace, Henry
Wiley, Harvey W. 
Wilson, Warren H.
Journalist
Editor
USDA agricultural expert
Sociologist
Editor
Editor
Director, Office of Experiment 
Stations, USDA 
Agricultural educator
Professor of Rural Economics 
and Sociology 
Writer, publicist; Assistant 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Editor
Chemist, USDA 
Clergyman
Articles; investigation of rural 
schools
Editorial support in Review o f 
Reviews
Bulletins; articles; conferences 
Articles; conferences 
Editorials; articles in Southern 
Rural is t; conferences 
Articles; editorials in Outlook 
Articles; conferences; taught part- 
time in agricultural schools 
Articles; conferences; worked with 
farmer associations 
Articles; book on rural sociology
Articles on scientific farming
Member, Country Life 
Commission; articles; editorials in 
Wallaces ’ Farmer, conferences 
Articles; conferences 
Work with rural church; articles; 
books; conferences
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Appendix 5: Questions on Country Life Commission’s Circular
I. Are the farm homes in your neighborhood as good as they should be under existing 
conditions?
II. Are the schools in your neighborhood training boys and girls satisfactorily for life on the 
farm?
III. Do the farmers in your neighborhood get the returns they reasonably should from the sale 
of their products?
IV. Do the farmers in your neighborhood receive from the railroads, highroads, trolley lines, 
etc., the services they reasonably should have?
V. Do the farmers in your neighborhood receive from the United States postal service, rural 
telephones, etc, the service they reasonably should expect?
VI. Are the farmers and their wives in your neighborhood satisfactorily organized to promote 
their mutual buying and selling interest?
VII. Are the renters of farms in your neighborhood making a satisfactory living?
VIII. Is the supply of farm labor in your neighborhood satisfactory?
IX. Are the conditions surrounding hired labor on the farms in your neighborhood 
satisfactory to the hired man?
X. Have the farmers in your neighborhood satisfactory facilities for doing their business in 
banking, credit, insurance, etc.?
XI. Are the sanitary conditions of farms in your neighborhood satisfactory?
XII. Do the farmers and their wives and families in your neighborhood get together for mutual 
improvement, entertainment, and social intercourse as much as they should?
What, in your judgment, is the most important single thing to be done for the general betterment
of country life?
(Note: Following each question are the sub-questions: (a) why? (b) What suggestions have you to
make?)
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A p pend ix  6: L ocations o f  C ountry L ife C om m ission ’s H earings
D ate of H earing Location
November 9 College Park, Maryland
10 Richmond, Virginia
11 Raleigh, North Carolina and Athens, Georgia
12 Spartanburg, South Carolina
13 Knoxville, Tennessee
14 Lexington, Kentucky
16-18 Washington D.C.
19-21 Dallas, Texas
22-23 El Paso, Texas
24 Tucson, Arizona
25-26 Los Angeles, California
27-28 Fresno, California
28-29 San Francisco, California
30 Sacramento, California
December 1 Reno, Nevada
2 Portland, Oregon
2-3 Salt Lake City, Utah
4-5 Spokane, Washington (and at Opportunity, near by)
5 Cheyenne, Wyoming
6 Bozeman, Montana
7-8 Denver, Colorado
9-10 Omaha, Nebraska
10 Council Bluffs, Iowa
11 Minneapolis, Minnesota (St. Anthony Park)
12 Madison, Wisconsin
14 Champaign, Illinois
16 Ithaca, New York
17 Springfield, Massachusetts
18 Boston, Massachusetts
22 Washington D.C.
Source: Report of the Country Life Commission, 1909
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Appendix 7: 1920 Census o f Agriculture Occupational Typology
Occupational Type Occupational Category Industries
Agricultural Farmers (owners and tenants) Farmers, general farm
Dairy farmers
Stock raisers
Truck farmers (gardeners)
Fruit growers
Poultry raisers
Apiarists
Nurserymen
Florists
On general farms
Farm managers and foremen On dairy farms
On stock farms
On truck farms or in
greenhouses
In orchards, nurseries, etc.
General farm laborers
Farm Laborers Dairy farm On home farms 
laborers On other farms 
Stock herders, drovers, and feeders 
Truck farm laborers 
Orchard and nursery laborers 
Greenhouse laborers 
Cranberry bog laborers 
Poultry yard laborers 
Com shellers, hay bailers, etc. 
Ditchers
Irrigators, and ditch tenders 
Other and not specified pursuits 
Other and not specified pursuits
Nonagricultural Lumbering
Fishing
Mining
Manufacturing and Builders and contractors
mechanical industries Brick and stone masons
Carpenters
Painters
Plasterers
Plumbers
Blacksmiths and forgemen
Electricians
Tailors
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Nonagricultural (con.) Manufacturing and Shoemakers
mechanical industries Dressmakers
(con.) Milliners
Engineers (stationary) and fireman 
Machinists and mechanics 
Factory owners, superintendents, and 
foremen
Factory operatives, semiskilled 
Factory laborers 
Common laborers 
Others
Draymen and teamsters
Transportation Chauffeurs
Garage Employees (including managers)
Mail carriers
Telegraph operators
Telephone operators
Laborers (road, railroad), etc.
Railroad trainmen, etc.
Trolley Carmen
Others
Bankers
Trade Insurance agents . 
Real estate agents 
Retail dealers 
Salesmen in stores 
Others
Public Service Clergymen
Professional Service Lawyers
Teachers (including college professors)
Physicians
Trained nurses
Others
Barbers and hairdressers
Domestic and personal Boarding-house keepers
services Hotel keepers 
Janitors
Practical nurses 
Housekeepers and stewards 
Laundresses
Cooks and chambermaids
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Nonagricultural (con.) Domestic and personal services (con.) General servants
Others
Bookkeepers
Clerical occupations Office clerks
Stenographers
Others
Source: Farm Population of the United States 1920 Census Monographs VI, Table 72,
Page 170
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Appendix 8:1927-1931 Logbooks of Missoula County Agricultural Extension Agent, 
M. M Oliphant
Tables A.1 through A. 5 group logbook entries according to year. Entries containing 
Orchard Homes District residents’ names or photographs were included in the tables.
Table A.1: Logbook Entries Between January 24,1927 and November 30,1927
Page Number Description of Entry
1 Information about the reinstatement of the Missoula extension agent .and role of
the agent
2 List of community organizations in Missoula County
15 Poultry culling demonstration by H.A. Beebe, 15 in attendance and Clarence
Waugh, 50 in attendance
19 Poultry house tours- S. Voe, V.B. Walker, H.A. Beebe, Mike Hartley, and
Clarence Waugh
19a Picture of Orchard Homes poultry tour
31 Orchard Homes Clothing Club had 15 members
32 4-H Club work- Orchard Homes Food Preservation Club- 8 girls
Table A.2: Logbook Entries Between December 1,1927 and November 30,1928
Page Number Description of Entry
3 Status of county extension organization- L.M. Felton (Dairy), Otto Benson 
(Community) on County Agricultural Extension Advisory Board
6 Field Gypsum tests- B.F. Richardson
20 Com Variety Test- L.M. Felton
45 Missoula County spraying report- O.W Dodson, M.E. Marshall, Neal Thornton
52 Herd Improvement Association- L.M. Felton, 40 cows, Otto Benson, 15 cows, 
Charles Ohnesorge, 11 cows, R. D. Taft, 22 cows, and W. Niemeyer, 20 cows.
55 Poultry Program- demonstration in Orchard Homes
56 Poultry demonstration farm- C.A. Strodtbeck, 171 hens and G.L. Davis, 156 
hens
57 Poultry housing- W.B. Walker, 1400 hens, Seret Vos, 100 hens, Gilbert Davis, 
150 hens, John Wilson, 200 hens, Fred Hutchinson, 300 hens, William Murphy, 
100 hens, W.D. Blackie, 300 hens, and Steve Turi, 100 hens.
58 Remodeled poultry houses- J.M. Bowe, 400 hens, and W.T. Young, 400 hens
60 Poultry feeding contest- C.A. Strodtbeck, and W.D. Blackie
63 Information about clothing clubs
64 Picture of the Orchard Homes Clothing Club
67 Orchard Homes Canning Club statistics
68 Pictures of the Orchard Homes Canning Club
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Table A.3: Logbook Entries Between December 1,1928 and November 30,1929
Page Number Description of Entry
26 Weed control- A. A. Mueller, poisons applied to control Canadian Thistle
27 A. A. Mueller- poison applied to control Quack Grass
30 Cane Fruits- W.C. Curse
51 Dairy Herd Association- 1928-1929 association: Otto Benson- 15 cows, Charles 
Ohnesorge, 12 cows, R.D. Taft, 22 cows, W. Niemeyer, 20 cows.
52 Dairy Herd Association members, May 1929 to Nov 30, 1929. R.D. Taft- 25 
cows
58 Cold Weather Poultry House tour- L.J. Bower, C.A. Stodtbeck, G.L. Davis, 
W.D. Backie, Sret Vos, and J.E. Wilson.
59 New Poultry Houses- J.J. Bauer, Mrs. W.H. Mannix, W.B. Walker, E.F.A. 
Carey, E.C. Reitz, S. Vos,
60 Orchard Homes Canning Club, progress report
61 Clothing Club, progress report
62 Picture of Orchard Homes Clothing Club
62b Picture of M.M. Oliphant and his wife at the Women’s Vacation
64 Mention of meeting held at the Country Life Club
70 Orchard-Homes Economic Survey, description and preliminary data
Table A.4: Logbook Entries Between December 1,1929 and November 30,1930
Page Number Description of Entry
46 New poultry houses built: C.A. Stodtbeck, B.C. Rinke, Mrs. Olsen, Mrs. W.M. 
Mannix, John Pomajevich, Steve Turi, J.J. Bauer, B.D. Drew, Clarence Waugh, 
William Tague, Ralph Snyder, Seret Vos, H.T. Tomlinson
50a Orchard Homes Dairy Club progress report
56 Photo of Orchard Homes nutrition club’s leader
56a Orchard Homes canning club progress report
59a Orchard Homes sewing club progress report ,
Table A.5: Logbook Entries Between December 1,1930 to November 30,1931
Page Number Description of Entry
4-5 Changes in status of country extension organization and program, support from
Orchard Homes Organizations
25 Ground Squirrel Control- F.L. Bisson given travel funds
29 New poultry houses, F.M. Brechbill, 400 hens, H.T. Tomlinson, 400 hens, John
Wilson, 200 hens, and C.E. Priess, 500 hens.
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Photograph 1: The Orchard Homes Poultry Keepers 
watching a poultry caponizing demonstration by Miss H. E. 
Cushman, State Poultry Specialist (1/27-1 l/27:19a)
Photograph 2: The Orchard Homes Clothing Club 
(12/1927-11/28:64)
Photograph 3: The Orchard Homes Canning 
Club (12/27-11/28:68)
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Photograph 4: The Orchard Homes Clothing Club (12/28-1 1/29:62).
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Photograph 5: The Orchard Homes Nutrition Club (12/29- 
11/30:56).
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